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ABSTRACT
This paper identified ICTs used in HEIs in
Ghana for learning. A quantitative research
technique was employed in this study. The
study’s sample were students of selected
HEIs in the Greater Accra and Ashanti
Regions of Ghana. The study involved a
sample size of 3,199 students. A structured
questionnaire was used to collect data.
Principal Component Analysis was used to
present findings. The study identified 21
ICTs that are used for learning in HEIs in
Ghana. Among them, desktop PC, laptop PC,
e-encyclopaedia, e-libraries, e-books and ejournals are the most frequently used ICTs.
The ICTs retrieved are placed in three
components. The first component accounts
for the highest variation of 51.4% of the total
variation of 100% and contains the most
frequently used ICTs in the HEIs. The second
component contributes 22.6% of the total
variation and contains the second most
frequently used ICTs for learning in HEIs.
The third component accounts for 16.1% of
the variation. It is recommended that HEIs
focus on deploying ICTs contained in the
three components.
KEYWORDS:
Higher
Educational
Institutions (HEIs), learning, information

communications
technologies
Principal Component Analysis
Ghana.

(ICTs),
(PCA),

INTRODUCTION
Human beings have found their way towards
the deployment and leveraging of
technologies in learning and teaching,
resulting in a remarkable change in the
quality and impact of education in most
jurisdictions in recent times [1], [2].
Additionally, the educational sector is
gradually catching up with industry in terms
of the use of technologies in facilitating the
accomplishment of activities and minimising
the cost of hiring labour. Moreover, there is
the general belief that the renewable
efficiency of technologies makes them
deployable in teaching and learning now and
in future [1]. This belief is rooted in the rapid
advancement in the functions of educational
technologies and the evolvement of robust
technologies that address specific issues in
teaching and learning [3], [4]. Hence,
institutions
failing
to
incorporate
technologies in learning and teaching are
missing out on technological innovations that
play a pivotal role in institutional
management and societal building. This
argument would better be understood when
37
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the role and advantage of technologies in
teaching and learning are acknowledged. It
is admitted in practice and research that
technologies have the basic role of
maximising the efficiency of human skills
and competencies [5], [6]. In terms of
education, technology infusion is aimed at
facilitating teaching, learning and the
accomplishment of administrative activities
[5], [6], [7]. This means that technologies are
deployed in an academic institution at three
levels:
teaching,
learning
and
accomplishment of administrative processes
which involve research and communication.
According to [8], the advantage of
technological infusion in an academic
institution is a reduction in costs and the
accomplishment of tasks with much
flexibility, speed, convenience and ease,
regardless of what level of education is
involved. Yet, the extent to which an
institution savours a technology in this
respect depends on the institution’s dynamic
capabilities in using it [6], [8], where
dynamic capabilities in this context would
depend on knowledge and experience with
the specific technologies and their uses.
A research by [8] posits that many categories
of technologies are deployable in an
academic environment. They however add
that the bulk of technologies are information
systems used basically for disseminating
information across stakeholders (i.e.
university council, management, faculty,
students, parents and potential students) in an
academic institution. Many studies (e.g. [1],
[9], [10] etc.) have identified the computer
and its applications, internet, intranet, mobile
phones and other e-learning systems as
information systems centred on information
dissemination
across
institutional
stakeholders.

The higher educational sector in Ghana is
growing quickly in terms of technological
infusion in teaching and learning [9]. It is
observed that virtually all higher educational
institutions
(HEIs)
in
Ghana
use
technologies,
precisely
information
communications technologies (ICTs) to some
extent [11]. For instance, universities and
polytechnics in Ghana have subscribed to the
use of Public Address Systems, projectors,
computers and other devices in teaching.
Unlike situation in the past, students and
lecturers in Ghana now significantly use ebooks, e-libraries and the internet in research
[11]. Universities and polytechnics also use
intranet, Microsoft office applications and
other ICTs at the administrative level [9].
Though the use of ICTs in teaching and
learning is fast growing in Ghana, research
has made little contribution to knowledge on
important subjects of ICTs deployment and
use in HEIs [9]. Some of these subjects are
the extent of use of ICTs, challenges
associated with ICT application, cost-benefit
impact of ICTs deployment and types of ICTs
used. As a result, academic debate on these
subjects in a Ghanaian perspective is weak.
This hinders the productive and effective use
of ICTs in HEIs in Ghana [12].
This study therefore contributes to academic
debate and knowledge with respect to only
one of these many subjects while leaving the
remaining subjects for future research work.
In this study, the objective is to identify ICTs
used in HEIs in Ghana. This paper also
examines the extent to which identified ICTs
are used in teaching and learning in HEIs in
Ghana. This paper seeks to contribute to
knowledge on ICTs used in a tertiary
educational environment in Ghana and the
extent to which these ICTs are used. In the
next section, the objective of this paper is
presented.
38
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OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY
This paper identifies ICTs used for learning
in higher educational institutions in Ghana.
This paper provides a classification of ICTs
with respect to the extent to which they are
used in learning in HEIs in Ghana. The
specific research objectives of this study are:
(1) to identify all individual ICTs used in
learning in HEIs in Ghana; and (2) to find
the most commonly used ICTs in HEIs in
Ghana.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY
This paper contributes to academic debate
and knowledge in terms of ICTs used for
learning in some higher educational
institutions in Ghana. Empirical evidences
produced in this study would inform
managements
of
emerging
higher
educational institutions in Ghana and other
similar countries in Africa about ICTs which
are basically needed for effective teaching
and learning. The study would also enable
managements of HEIs to prioritise the use of
some ICTs when it cannot afford to use all
needed ICTs in teaching and learning. The
study’s result would also reveal which ICTs
are suitable for use at the early stage of ICTs
deployment in HEIs.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Information communication technologies
(ICTs) are increasingly becoming major
facilities in the provision of higher education
in developing countries. While developed
countries are known to have better savoured
ICTs in higher education [10], developing
countries are increasingly enhancing the
impact of ICTs on quality teaching and

learning at the higher educational level [7],
[13]. ICTs are believed to be used at three
basic levels. Firstly, they are used at the
administrative
level
basically
for
communicating
among
management
members, faculties and sometimes students
[1]. In this respect, ICTs constitute a platform
for integrating management, faculty and
students. Secondly, ICTs are used at the level
of teaching among faculty members [1], [14].
At this level, ICTs are used by faculty
members to research, prepare lessons, present
lessons in class, and assess students. Last but
not least, ICTs are used by students for
research,
doing
assignments,
and
communicating with other students, lecturers
and possibly management of the higher
institution [7].
Various categories of ICTs are used at the
three levels identified. For instance,
management
primarily
depends
on
Management Information Systems (MISs) to
communicate at the administrative level [15].
Lecturers may also use projectors and PA
systems to present lessons to students in
class. Students and lecturers alike use elibraries and e-journals for their research
work [1], 15]. There are several other ICTs
used in a tertiary educational environment.
Some of them, according to [1], include
course-specific software, internet, intranet,
wikis, blogs, e-forums, massively open
online courses, to mention but a few.
Research by [6] contends that the above ICTs
are used at varying degrees in a higher
educational environment in developing
countries like Ghana. For instance, the extent
to which e-books and e-journals are used in a
higher educational environment would be
significantly higher than the extent to which
the digital media is used in a developing
country [2]. The computer and its peripherals
are also very common ICTs used in higher
39
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educational institutions in developing
countries [13]. In developed countries
however, all educational ICTs are used at
almost the same extent since universities in
these countries have reached the maturity
stage of using ICTs [6]. This argument
suggests that HEIs at their early stages of
ICTs application such as HEIs in developing
countries need to focus on deploying basic
ICTs in learning and teaching as a basis of
gradually adapting to the deployment of all
forms of ICT in teaching and learning.
In this context, “basic ICTs” are technologies
which satisfy two criteria [2], [6]: (1)
facilitate the accomplishment of basic tasks
among administrators, faculty members and
students; and (2) adequately accessible
within the financial capability of the higher
educational institution. The fact is that ICTs
that facilitate accomplishment of basic tasks
and are adequately accessible are used at a
higher extent in the HEI. Hence, basic ICTs
in this context are technologies that are used
at a higher extent in teaching and learning in
HEIs in developing countries.
Therefore to better leverage ICTs in teaching
and learning in developing countries, HEIs in
their early and premature stages of ICTs
deployment must know basic ICTs that suit
their needs and financial capabilities. The
problem is that little research has been
conducted to identify ICTs applicable in
HEIs in developing country contexts. Some
studies (e.g. [5], [1], [6]) have identified
some ICTs applied in HEIs, but these studies
were not conducted to identify the extent of
application of these ICTs as a basis of
revealing basic ICTs needed by developing
country HEIs which are at their early stages
of ICTs deployment. Moreover, there is no
identifiable study that used a robust statistical
tool such as Principal Component Analysis

(PCA) to classify ICTs in terms of their
extent of use in developing country HEIs.
This study therefore contributes to
knowledge by using PCA to identify basic
ICTs used by HEIs in Ghana and in a
developing
country
context.
As
acknowledged earlier, the operational
definition of “basic ICTs” has two facets: (1)
ICTs that facilitate the accomplishment of
basic tasks among students; and (2) ICTs that
are adequately accessible within the financial
capability of the higher educational
institution. Moreover, basic ICTs are those
frequently used, or ICTs that are used at a
high extent in the HEIs. This study is
conducted based on the assumption that HEIs
in Ghana have not reached the stage of using
advanced ICTs in teaching and learning.
Thus HEIs are still are their early stages of
ICTs deployment.

METHODOLOGY
This study employed Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) in identifying ICTs used in
HEIs in Ghana. According to [16] and [17],
studies in which PCA is used as the main
statistical tool of data analysis are better
conducted as quantitative studies. This is
because PCA is an inferential statistical tool
which best works in quantitative studies [16].
Hence, this study was basically implemented
as a quantitative research. This research
technique was used to ensure that findings
could be rigorously generalised over the
sampled population in the light of ample
research validity and reliability.
Table 7 shows the sample sizes used from the
10 HEIs.
The simple random and stratified sampling
techniques were used in this study. A
40
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researcher [18], is of the view that these
sampling methods are suitable for
quantitative studies in which the researcher
seeks to generalise findings. The Stratified
sampling was used by researchers for
appropriate categorizations. Since this study
covered two regions of Ghana; Ashanti and
Greater Accra Regions, the stratum included
the HEIs in these regions. Subsequently, 10
HEIs were randomly selected with students
therein forming the samples. A total of 3,119
students participated in this study.

of the participating HEIs. To ensure that it
was reliable and valid, the design of the
questionnaire was based on standard
measures. It was also submitted to many
research experts for scrutiny and suggestions,
ensuring that errors were duly corrected.
Moreover, the instrument’s reliability
coefficient was .923, which reflects a high
reliability of the study’s data. In total, there
was a 100% return rate for Academic
Registrars, 92.86% return rate for Faculty
and 93.38% for students.

A
structured
and
self-administered
questionnaire was the main instrument used
in data collection. A self-administered
questionnaire was used because it was
equipped with features that allowed
participants to respond at their convenient
time or in the absence of the researchers. The
ICTs used for learning were measured on a
five-point likert scale [Strongly disagree (1);
disagree (2); not sure (0); agree (4) and
strongly agree (5)]. In the questionnaire, the
extent of using each ICT was also measured
by asking respondents to score from 1 to 5 the
extent to which they used it in the higher
educational environment.

The Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences (SPSS), Version 21, with its nested
AMOS software was used in data analysis.
The hypothesis is tested using Principal
Component Analysis (PCA). Generally, the
PCA was used to classify ICTs into groups
based on the extent to which they are used in
learning in HEIs. This statistical tool also
identified individual ICTs that are generally
used for learning in the HEIs in Ghana. This
tool was used as a result of its robustness and
its specialised function of classifying
variables. It also provides statistical estimates
(called extraction values) that can be used to
create a hierarchy of the variables in terms of
the strength of their influence. In the next
section are the results of this study.

Questionnaires were administered by hand
delivery to students. An accidental approach
was used in contacting students, since no
information on them was accessible prior to
data collection. Therefore, their response was
instant. The researchers asked the students to
indicate their levels before administering
questionnaires to them. This was done to
ensure that questionnaires were not
administered to new or fresh students who
knew little or nothing about the use of ICTs
in the HEIs.
Before questionnaires were administered,
formal notices were written to the authorities

RESULTS
In this section, results of the study are
presented. Firstly, results are presented with
respect to individual ICTs used in HEIs for
learning. Secondly, components of ICTs are
extracted, with each component expressing
the extent to which its constituent ICTs are
used for learning. This assessment is done
using Principal Component Analysis (PCA).
Tables 1 to 6 come with results of this
statistical assessment.
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Table 1. Descriptive Statistics: ICTs used among Students
Variable
Mobile Phone
Tablet
Desktop PC
Laptop PC
E-Books
e-Journals
E-Libraries
E-encyclopedia
Digital Media
E-mail
Video Calls
Search Engine
Online Data Storage
Wikis, Blogs & Forums
Massively Open Online Courses
Learning management Systems
Social Media
Course specific Software
Microsoft Office Suite
Projector
Scanners
Printers
Lab Instruments
PA Systems

Notation
X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6
X7
X8
X9
X10
X11
X12
X13
X14
X15
X16
X17
X18
X19
X20
X21
X22
X23
X24

Table 1 shows 24 ICTs (i.e. X1, X2 … X24)
used for learning in HEIs. Mobile phones (M
= 4.10, SD = 1.27) have the highest level of
application, followed by tablets (M = 2.70,
SD = 0.78) and desk top personal computer
(M = 2.12, SD = 1.00). There is quite some
level of consistency (with a mean score of
2.00) in the extent to which other ICTs are
used in the HEIs. In the context of PCA, the
strength of the correlations among the ICTs
is the basis of whether all the ICTs are
sufficiently used or not. Table 2 in the
Appendix shows these correlations.

Observations
3199
3199
3199
3199
3199
3199
3199
3199
3199
3199
3199
3199
3199
3199
3199
3199
3199
3199
3199
3199
3199
3199
3199
3199

Minimum
0.000
1.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
1.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

Std. deviation
1.271
0.781
0.998
1.076
2.462
2.462
2.462
2.462
1.155
1.017
2.285
2.462
1.126
1.452
1.274
1.276
2.676
1.985
1.300
2.039
3.114
1.005
2.084
2.462

Table 2 shows the correlation matrix of the
PCA. Correlation values in bold are
significant at 5% significant level. By taking
a close look at the distribution of these
correlations, it is seen that most of them are
significant (p < .05). This situation reflects
the fact that most of the ICTs are significantly
used among students. This situation also
reflects the validity of the PCA. Yet, there are
other indicators of the validity of this
analysis. Table 3 comes with these remaining
indicators.

Table 3. KMO & Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity
KMO
Bartlett Chi-square (Critical value)
df
Sig.

.732
67.321
78
.001
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Table 3 shows the KMO test and Bartlett’s
test of sphericity. These tests indicate the
validity of the PCA. By principle, the KMO
value must be .70 or more for the Component
Analysis to be valid. Also, the Bartlett’s test
must be significant at 5% significance level.

Apparently, both conditions are satisfied.
Hence, the PCA is sufficiently valid. This
means that any conclusions made from
results of this PCA would be valid. Table 4
shows variables (ICTs) that have been
eliminated in the PCA.

Table 4. Communalities
Variable
X1
X3
X4
X5
X6
X7
X8
X9
X10
X11
X12
X13
X14
X16
X17
X18
X19
X20
X22
X24

Table 4 shows the communalities of the
Principal Component Analysis. In a single
iteration, some of the ICTs are eliminated.
These include X2, X15, and X21. These
variables are Tablet, Massively Open Online
Courses and Scanners. This means that these
three ICTs are not significantly used among
students relative to other ICTs. In Table 1,
Tablet is found to have a relatively high mean
score, but it is removed from the list of ICTs
at the level of communalities because of its
poor relationship with other ICTs. This
scenario does not mean that the three ICTs
removed are not used at all in learning. It

Extraction
0.897
0.811
0.897
0.557
0.557
0.557
0.557
0.522
0.601
0.540
0.557
0.766
0.621
0.560
0.513
0.545
0.578
0.550
0.600
0.500

could mean that the extent to which they are
used relative to other ICTs is insignificantly
low. In Table 4, the value corresponding to
each variable is called an extraction, which is
usually equivalent to the R2 value in linear
regression analysis. The larger the
communality value, the higher the need to
retain its corresponding variable or ICT and
the higher the extent to which the ICT is used
for learning. Therefore, mobile phone, tablet,
desktop PC and laptop PC are the most
commonly used ICTs in for learning in HEIs
of our study. Though other ICTs such as elibraries, e-books and e-journals are used by
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students, their extent of use is low,
considering the cut-off point of .50 for their
retention.
The validity and strength of the PCA is
expressed in terms of the Eigen values of
components formed. A component is a group

of ICTs or variables that are most correlated.
While Table 4 comes with extraction values
that express the extent of use of individual
ICTs retained, Table 5 comes with
components that express the extent of use of
a group of ICTs.

Table 5. Eigen Values
F1

F2

F3

F4

Eigenvalue
Variability (%)

12.334
51.391

5.420
22.582

3.863
16.098

2.383
9.930

Cumulative %

51.391

73.972

90.070

3199.000

Table 5 shows the Eigen values and
variability of all components formed. By
principle, the total variability accounted by
components must be sufficiently large for the
PCA and its model to be strong and valid. It
can be seen that this condition is satisfied as
the first three components contribute about

90.1% of the total variation of 100%. The
first component accounts for 51.4% of
variation, whereas the second component
contributes 22.6% of the total variation. The
third component accounts for 16.1% of the
variation. Table 6 shows the components
(ICTs) of each component.

Table 6. Components of Components
Variables
Mobile Phone
Desktop PC
Laptop PC
E-encyclopaedia
e-Journals
E-Libraries
E-Books
E-mail
Search Engine
Online Data Storage
Learning management systems
Microsoft Office Suite
Course specific Software
Digital Media
Video Calls
Wikis, Blogs & Forums
Social Media
Projector
Printers
Lab Instruments

Component

Variability

F1

51.4%

F2

22.6%

F3

16.1%
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PA Systems

encyclopaedia, e-libraries, e-books and ejournals have the highest level of use as a
group of ICTs in terms of learning, with a
variation of 51.4% accounted. Digital media
and PA systems are among the ICTs least
used among students. Figure 1 is a diagram
that shows components extracted.

Table 6 shows components of each
component extracted. It is worth saying that
F4 is not a significant component, owing to
its low variability contributed. So the total
variability accounted by retained variables or
ICTs is 90.1 (see Table 5). From Table 6,
mobile phone, desktop pc, laptop pc, e-

Figure 1. Components Extracted

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

100
80
60
40
20
0
F1

F2

F3

F4

axis

Cumulative variability (%)

Eigenvalue

Scree plot

Figure 2. Component Loadings Plot

F2 (22.58 %)

Factor loadings (axes F1 and F2: 73.97
%)
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-0.2
-0.4
-0.6
-0.8
-1

X17
X11X16
X24
X4
X9X22
X10
X3
X1
X13
X14
X15
X2

X23
X18
X20 X19
X21
X12
X8
X7
X6
X5

-1.2 -1 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
F1 (51.39 %)

Figure 3. Component Loadings Plot 2
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Figure 1 shows components extracted from
the retained variables or ICTs. From the
figure, the fourth component (F4) contributes
a low variation (< 10%). Therefore, it has no
components; all the variables are shared
among the first three components. In Table 6,
F1 contributes the highest variation and
therefore has components that are most
largely used by relative to F2 and F3. This
means that the magnitude of the variation
accounted represent the extent to which items
that make up the component are used in
learning. Figures 2 and 3 depict the
significant correlations among variables. It is
expected that variables are far off from the
centre but are as close to each other as
possible. This condition is largely satisfied
and reflects the fact that most of the variables
are significantly correlated. In both Figures
2 and 3, X2 and X5 stand far off in the
opposite direction, a reason for which they
are removed in the PCA. Also, X21 is the
closest to the centre. This indicates that this
variable is highly related to X2 and X15, a
reason for which it is also removed. Figure 1
shows F1 and F2 on their axes, whereas
Figure 3 shows F1 and F3 on their axes. There
should have been a third chart that shows F2
and F3 on their axes, but this chat is relegated
because the needed information is already
expressed in Figures 2 and 3.

In view of the above results, all ICTs are
significantly used in learning in HEIs, except
three ICTs which are tablet, massively open
online courses, and scanners. Moreover,
mobile phone, desktop pc, laptop pc, eencyclopaedia, e-libraries, e-books and ejournals have the highest level of use as a
group of ICTs. In the next section, findings of
the study are discussed.

DISCUSSION
According to findings, twenty-one (21) of the
24 ICTs identified in the literature are
significantly used for learning in higher
educational institutions in Ghana. Some of
these ICTs are digital media, e-mail, and
mobile phone. The identification of these
ICTs in Ghana is supported by several studies
(e.g. [13], [7]. Contrary to this study’s
findings, scanners and tablets are major ICTs
used in some developing countries [7].
Moreover, tablet, massively open online
courses, and scanners have been confirmed as
ICTs significantly used in developed country
contexts [6]. In the literature therefore,
“massively open online courses” is the only
confirmed ICT that is not significantly used
in developing country contexts. But as
indicated by findings, scanners, tablets and
massively open online courses are ICTs not
significantly used in HEIs in Ghana.
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The PCA used in data analysis places ICTs in
three components. The variation accounted
by each component suggests the degree to
which ICTs are applied in the higher
educational environment. The higher the
variation accounted by a component, the
more basic its ICTs and the higher the extent
to which they are applied in the higher
educational environment. Hence the first
component comes with the most commonly
used ICTs for learning in HEIs in Ghana.
This component accounts for the highest
variation of 51.4% of the total variation of
100%. Its items are mobile phone, desktop
PC, laptop PC, e-encyclopaedia, e-libraries,
e-books and e-journals. While some studies
(e.g. [1], [6]) identified these ICTs as basic
educational technologies in developed
countries, no study could identify them as a
component in the context of PCA neither in
developed countries nor developing
countries. Since the PCA is a more robust
statistical tool in the context in which it is
used in this study [16], this study better
reveals the most basic ICTs used in HEIs.
In essence, mobile phone, desktop PC, laptop
PC, e-encyclopaedia, e-libraries, e-books and
e-journals have the highest extent of
application in HEIs in Ghana. Nonetheless,
some other ICTs are significantly applied,
and these ICTs constitute the second and
third components extracted in the PCA. The
second component contributes 22.6% of the
total variation and contains the second most
frequently used ICTs for learning in HEIs.
The third component accounts for 16.1% of
the variation. The variations accounted
express the extent to which ICTs in each
component are used in HEIs in Ghana. This
implies that items of the third component (i.e.
digital media, video calls, wikis, blogs,
forums, and social media, etc.) have the least
frequency of application in HEIs in Ghana. In
agreement, [7], [13] found that most of these

ICTs (e.g. digital media, video calls, wikis,
blogs, forums, etc.) are applied in HEIs in
developing country contexts at a relatively
lower extent. As revealed in findings
however, this supported evidence does not
mean that these third-component ICTs are
not used or are not significantly used.
Considering the operational definition of
“basic ICTs” in this study, ICTs of the first
component are the most basic and the most
frequently applied technologies for learning
in HEIs in Ghana, followed by ICTs in the
second and third components, in that order.
Since the use of PCA in this context is scarce
in the literature, future researchers would
have to conduct related studies using PCA to
buttress or disprove this study’s evidences.

CONCLUSION AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
Out of 24 ICTs, 21 are significantly used for
learning in higher educational institutions.
The ICTs significantly used are found in
Table 6. Some of these ICTs are digital
media, e-mail, and mobile phone. The three
ICTs not significantly used are tablet,
massively open online courses and scanners.
In essence, these three ICTs are not often
used for learning in HEIs in Ghana. Of all the
21 ICTs used for learning, the most
significantly used are mobile phone and
laptop PC. Also, the least used ICT among
the 21 ICTs retrieved is PA systems.
The ICTs retrieved are placed in three
components. The first component comes with
the most commonly used ICTs for learning in
our study’s HEIs. This component accounts
for the highest variation of 51.4% of the total
variation of 100%. The second component
contributes 22.6% of the total variation and
contains the second most frequently used
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ICTs for learning in HEIs. The third
component accounts for 16.1% of the
variation. The three components contribute
about 90.1% of the total variation of 100%.
The first component is made up of ICTs such
as mobile phone, desktop PC, laptop PC, eencyclopaedia, e-libraries, e-books and ejournals. The fact that this component
accounts for the highest variation implies that
its ICTs are basically relevant to learning in
HEIs. The second component is made up of
ICTs such as e-mail, search engine, online
data storage, learning management systems,
Microsoft office suite, and course specific
software. The third component is made up of
digital media, video calls, wikis, blogs &
forums, social media, projector, printers, lab
instruments, and pa systems. Thus the third
component contains ICTs that are least used
for learning in HEIs.
It is therefore concluded that a majority of the
ICTs are significantly used for learning in
HEIs. However, the extent of use of the ICTs
is not the same. Some ICTs such as mobile
phone, desktop PC, laptop PC, eencyclopaedia, e-libraries, e-books and ejournals are more frequently used. Hence,
mobile phone, desktop PC, laptop PC, eencyclopaedia, e-libraries, e-books and ejournals are some of the basic ICTs which
HEIs can effectively deploy in the early
stages of their ICTs deployment in a
developing country context.
Though ICTs such as PA systems, printers
and others are in the second and third
components, they are also among basic ICTs
used by HEIs, except those removed in the
PCA such as massively open online courses.
This suggests that some HEIs in Ghana have

not reached the stage where they can run
massively open online courses. The removal
of scanners and tablets in the PCA could be
as a result of their low level of application.
Tablets are really seldom used in HEIs as a
result of their high cost, while scanners have
unpopular uses.
It is therefore recommended that HEIs in
Ghana focus on deploying the ICTs retained
in the PCA, especially those in the first
component. This is because the use of these
ICTs yields higher effectiveness in the face
of the financial capability of HEIs and the
ability of students, administrators and
lecturers to use ICTs.

LIMITATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
This study could not provide a distinction
between ICTs used in learning and ICTs used
in teaching. Invariably, the study provides no
specific evidence regarding ICTs used by
lecturers in teaching, research, learning and
student assessment, and ICTs used by
students in learning. Thus this study only
provides evidence on the list of ICTs used for
learning in a HEI environment in Ghana. This
study could also not classify ICTs in terms of
which of them are best used for learning.
Future research must therefore address these
limitations of the study. In this respect, the
ICTs must be identified on the basis of
lecturers’ learning, research, teaching and
student assessment, as well as students’
learning and research. The ICTs must also be
classified in terms of those more suitable for
teaching and those more suitable for learning.
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APPENDIX
Table 2. Correlation Matrix
X1

X2

X3

X4

X5

X6

X7

X8

X9

X10

X11

X12

X13

X14

X15

X16

X17

X18

X19

X20

X21

X22

X23

X24

X1

1.00

-0.16

0.99

0.89

0.65

0.65

0.65

0.65

0.54

0.88

0.70

0.65

0.93

0.93

-0.21

0.55

0.59

0.24

0.87

0.28

0.20

0.79

0.08

0.65

X2

-0.16

1.00

-0.32

-0.59

0.42

0.42

0.42

0.42

-0.48

-0.55

-0.27

0.42

-0.30

0.12

0.77

-0.73

-0.37

-0.16

0.00

-0.10

0.43

-0.64

-0.34

0.16

X3

0.99

-0.32

1.00

0.95

0.56

0.56

0.56

0.56

0.59

0.93

0.71

0.56

0.95

0.87

-0.33

0.64

0.62

0.27

0.84

0.29

0.13

0.87

0.14

0.64

X4

0.89

-0.59

0.95

1.00

0.40

0.40

0.40

0.40

0.66

0.99

0.62

0.40

0.92

0.68

-0.59

0.78

0.56

0.36

0.76

0.36

0.00

0.97

0.31

0.55

X5

0.65

0.42

0.56

0.40

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.18

0.48

0.04

1.00

0.66

0.62

-0.06

0.03

-0.17

0.52

0.90

0.56

0.53

0.41

0.30

0.17

X6

0.65

0.42

0.56

0.40

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.18

0.48

0.04

1.00

0.66

0.62

-0.06

0.03

-0.17

0.52

0.90

0.56

0.53

0.41

0.30

0.17

X7

0.65

0.42

0.56

0.40

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.18

0.48

0.04

1.00

0.66

0.62

-0.06

0.03

-0.17

0.52

0.90

0.56

0.53

0.41

0.30

0.17

X8

0.65

0.42

0.56

0.40

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.18

0.48

0.04

1.00

0.66

0.62

-0.06

0.03

-0.17

0.52

0.90

0.56

0.53

0.41

0.30

0.17

X9

0.54

-0.48

0.59

0.66

0.18

0.18

0.18

0.18

1.00

0.65

0.66

0.18

0.74

0.44

-0.30

0.94

0.49

0.65

0.45

0.67

0.55

0.65

0.63

0.82

X10

0.88

-0.55

0.93

0.99

0.48

0.48

0.48

0.48

0.65

1.00

0.52

0.48

0.94

0.64

-0.65

0.76

0.45

0.46

0.82

0.46

0.05

0.99

0.40

0.48

X11

0.70

-0.27

0.71

0.62

0.04

0.04

0.04

0.04

0.66

0.52

1.00

0.04

0.61

0.77

0.16

0.65

0.96

-0.08

0.30

-0.03

0.20

0.44

-0.17

0.93

X12

0.65

0.42

0.56

0.40

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.18

0.48

0.04

1.00

0.66

0.62

-0.06

0.03

-0.17

0.52

0.90

0.56

0.53

0.41

0.30

0.17

X13

0.93

-0.30

0.95

0.92

0.66

0.66

0.66

0.66

0.74

0.94

0.61

0.66

1.00

0.79

-0.41

0.74

0.45

0.56

0.90

0.59

0.37

0.89

0.43

0.66

X14

0.93

0.12

0.87

0.68

0.62

0.62

0.62

0.62

0.44

0.64

0.77

0.62

0.79

1.00

0.16

0.37

0.66

0.06

0.74

0.13

0.33

0.52

-0.15

0.74

0.06

0.06

0.06

-0.30

-0.65

0.16

0.06

-0.41

0.16

1.00

-0.53

0.14

-0.50

-0.36

-0.43

0.32

-0.75

-0.62

0.19

0.94

0.76

0.65

0.03

0.74

0.37

-0.53

1.00

0.55

0.54

0.41

0.54

0.24

0.79

0.57

0.71

0.45

0.66

0.14

0.55

1.00

-0.32

0.12

-0.28

0.08

0.38

-0.35

0.80

-0.32

1.00

0.56

1.00

0.65

0.51

0.97

0.21

X15

-0.21

0.77

-0.33

-0.59

0.06

X16

0.55

-0.73

0.64

0.78

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.17

0.17

0.17

0.49

0.45

0.96

0.17

-0.08

0.52

0.56

0.06

-0.50

0.54

X17

0.59

-0.37

0.62

0.56

0.17

X18

0.24

-0.16

0.27

0.36

0.52

0.52

0.52

0.52

0.65

0.46

X19

0.87

0.00

0.84

0.76

0.90

0.90

0.90

0.90

0.45

0.82

0.30

0.90

0.90

0.74

-0.36

0.41

0.12

0.56

1.00

0.59

0.37

0.77

0.39

0.36

X20

0.28

-0.10

0.29

0.36

0.56

0.56

0.56

0.56

0.67

0.46

-0.03

0.56

0.59

0.13

-0.43

0.54

-0.28

1.00

0.59

1.00

0.71

0.49

0.94

0.26

X21

0.20

0.43

0.13

0.00

0.53

0.53

0.53

0.53

0.55

0.05

0.20

0.53

0.37

0.33

0.32

0.24

-0.08

0.65

0.37

0.71

1.00

0.00

0.50

0.53

X22

0.79

-0.64

0.87

0.97

0.41

0.41

0.41

0.41

0.65

0.99

0.44

0.41

0.89

0.52

-0.75

0.79

0.38

0.51

0.77

0.49

0.00

1.00

0.48

0.41

-0.62

0.57

-0.35

0.97

0.39

0.94

0.50

0.48

1.00

0.10

0.19

0.71

0.80

0.21

0.36

0.26

0.53

0.41

0.10

1.00

X23

0.08

-0.34

0.14

0.31

0.30

0.30

0.30

0.30

0.63

0.40

-0.17

0.30

0.43

0.15

X24

0.65

-0.16

0.64

0.55

0.17

0.17

0.17

0.17

0.82

0.48

0.93

0.17

0.66

0.74
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Table 7. Sample Sizes by Region and HEI
Region
Greater
Accra
Region

Ashanti
Region

Total

Institution
A
B
C
D
E
F
A
B
C
D

Participating Sample Size
Students
335
331
349
343
830
319
351
339
323
328
3119
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ABSTRACT
Recently, some simulation systems of the building using
Augmented Rarity (AR) have been proposed. In these
systems, these are separated by interior simulation
systems and exterior simulation systems, and two
systems are independent respectively. Therefore, in
performing the synthetic simulation of the buildings, the
unification of two systems is required. In this paper, to
satisfy a demand, we propose a system which
seamlessly transfer between interior and exterior by
expanding and shrinking AR object of the building.
Thereby, we attempt to construct the intuitive and
seamless synthetic system of the interior and exterior in
a building. By the proposed system, we expect that we
can intuitively and seamless simulate the synthetic
simulation system of the building comparing with
conventional simulation systems.

KEYWORDS
ARToolKit, Augmented Reality, Leap Motion
Controller, Interior simulation, Exterior simulation,
intuitive.

1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, a technique of the Augmented
Reality (AR) [1] attracts attention by the
development of computer vision. The AR is a
technique which presents information by
superimposing imaginary objects such as 3D CG
objects to the real space on PC screen. By using AR,
it is easy to consider a layout of rooms and ambient
environment of houses. As an example of the
systems in the architecture field, the development
of interior simulation system [2] [3] and an
exterior simulation system [4] have been proposed.
The interior simulation system using the AR

Figure 1. Overview of the proposed system

superimposes the AR object on the real space.
Furthermore, the interior simulation systems using
the AR display furniture as the virtual object.
Therefore, the interior simulation system using the
AR easily executes operation of which are
placement, movement, change and deletion of the
virtual object. Thereby, the user can examine the
layout of the interior in more realistic. Meanwhile,
the exterior simulation systems using the AR can
execute
examination
including
ambient
environment existence. Therefore, the user can
examine simulation of building more realistic
similarly to the interior simulation system.
Furthermore, the exterior simulation system using
the AR can change size and color of the virtual
building on the spot. Thereby, simulation of the
exterior simulation system using the AR is easily
compared with design simulation of the building
using the model. However, these two systems using
AR are developed as independent systems.
Therefore, in performing the synthetic simulation
of the buildings, the unification of two systems is
required.
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In this paper, we propose a system which
seamlessly transfer between interior and exterior by
expanding and shrinking AR object of the building.
Thereby, the proposed system simulates
environment around buildings and placement of a
furniture by integrating an interior simulation
system and an exterior simulation system.
Furthermore, we implement the construction of the
intuitive synthetic system of the interior and
exterior in a building by using AR.
2 THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
2.1 Configuration of the Proposed System
In this paper, we develop the intuitive and seamless
synthetic simulation system of the building by
using AR. Figure1 shows the overview of the
proposed system. The proposed system seamlessly
transfers between interior and exterior by
expanding and shrinking AR object of the building.
Thereby, the proposed system simulates
environment around buildings and placement of a
furniture by integrating an interior simulation
system and an exterior simulation system.
Furthermore, we develop the construction of the
intuitive synthetic system of the interior and
exterior in a building by using AR. As exterior
simulation, the user simulates the placement and
the movement of the exterior objects such as houses
and the miscellaneous small trees, and simulates the
appearance of the house by changing a roof and the
wall paper of the house. In case that the user

Figure 2. Configuration of the proposed system

simulates interior, to expand the AR objects of the
house, the user touch the virtual icon for expansion
of AR object with user’s index finger. Thereby, the
user is able to see the inside the AR objects of the
house. As interior simulation, the user simulates the
placement and the movement of the interior objects
such as a chair and the desk by pinching. Figure 2
shows the configuration of the proposed system.
The proposed system consists of PC, Web camera,
Leap Motion Controller [5] and markers. PC
obtains images from a Web camera in real time.
The proposed system detects markers in obtained
images and calculates 3-dimensional positions and
postures of objects based on the detected marker.
The proposed systems makes the detected marker
the standard coordinate in the virtual space.
Thereby, the proposed system matches the
viewpoint of the virtual space with the viewpoint of
the real space.
2.2 Flow of the Proposed System
In this section, we describe about the proposed
system based on its processing flow shown in figure
3. Firstly, to operate AR objects, the proposed
system obtains 3-dimensional positions of
fingertips by using Leap Motion Controller and

Figure 3. Flow of the proposed system
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obtains 3-dimentional positions of markers by
ARToolKit. Secondly, the proposed system judges
to operate the objects. If the distances between
fingertips of a user with the objects is within a
threshold, the proposed system executes operations
which are placement, movement, change and
deletion of the AR objects. In addition, if the
distances fingertips of a user with an icon is within
a threshold, the proposed system executes
operations which are expanding and shrinking of
the AR objects. Finally, the proposed system draws
the objects and judges end of processing. We
represent each processing in the next sections.

To obtain the 3-dimensional positions of fingertips
of a user, the proposed system uses Leap Motion
Controller. The Leap Motion Controller is able to
obtain 3-dimensional positions of fingertips by
using the infrared camera. Figure 4 shows each
coordinates. Each coordinates are different.
Therefore, the proposed system converts the 3dimensional coordinates of the Leap Motion
Controller into ARToolkit coordinates by using
𝑥𝑚
1
𝑦𝑚
0
( )=(
𝑧𝑚
0
1
0

0
0
1
0

0
−1
0
0

𝑥𝑙
0
𝑦
0
) ( 𝑙) .
𝑧𝑙
0
1
0

(1)

2.3 Obtaining of 3- Dimensional Position
To describe each objects, the proposed system
obtains the 3-dimensional position of the marker.
Furthermore, to operate each objects, the proposed
system obtains the 3-dimensional position of
fingertips.
2.3.1 Obtaining 3-Dimensional Position of
Marker

Where, 𝑥𝑙 , 𝑦𝑙 and 𝑧𝑙 are coordinates of 3dimensional position obtained by the Leap Motion
Controller. 𝑥𝑚 , 𝑦𝑚 and 𝑧𝑚 are the coordinates of the
converted 3-dimensional position on ARToolKit
coordinates. The proposed system uses the
converted the 3-dimensional positions of the
fingertips as the 3-dimensional positions of the
fingertips a user.
2.4 Operation in Judgment of the Object

To obtain drawing position of the object, the
proposed system uses ARToolkit. Firstly, the
proposed system detects a marker from an image
inputted by a Web camera. Secondly, the proposed
system obtains the 3-dimensional position and
posture of the marker by converting to a marker
which was detected.
2.3.2 Obtaining 3-Dimensional Position of
Fingertips

Figure 4. Each coordinates

When a user moves the objects, the proposed
system judges whether the user pinches the target
object or not. In addition, the proposed system
calculates a rotation angle of a hand to decide the
posture of the object. Therefore, the user is able to
move the target object naturally. In addition, to
change freely two viewpoints which are interior
simulation and the exterior simulation, the
proposed system draws the icons which indicate
expanding and shrinking.

t–1
t
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 5. Calculation the angle of rotation of the hand
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2.4.1 Calculation of the Rotation Angle
To rotate the object by operation of user, the
proposed system calculates the rotation angle of the
hand of user. Figure 5 shows outline in calculation
of the rotation angle of the hand. Firstly, as shown
in figure 5-(a), the proposed system calculates a 3dimensional vector a from 3-dimensional position
of the center of the palm Wp to 3-dimensional
position of the tip of the thumb Fp when the time is
t-1. Secondly, as shown in figure5-(b), the proposed
system calculates a 3-dimensional vector a’ from 3dimensional position of the center of the palm Wp’
to 3-dimensional position of the tip of the thumb
Fp’. When the time is t. Finally, to calculate the
rotation angle of the hand, the proposed system
converts 3-dimensional vectors a and a’ into 2dimensional vectors A of a X-Y plane and A’
respectively and calculates the rotation angle θ of
the hand by using
𝐴∙𝐴′

θ = sin−𝟏 |𝐴|∙|𝐴′ |.

2

2

(4)

Where, 𝑥𝑝 , 𝑦𝑝 and 𝑧𝑝 are 3-dimentional
coordinates of the object, respectively. Thirdly, the
proposed system calculates distance d between the
target object with the fingertip of the first finger by
using
2

2

2

‖𝐝‖＝√(𝑥𝐹𝑝2 − 𝑥𝑝 ) + (𝑦𝐹𝑝2 − 𝑦𝑝 ) + (𝑧𝐹𝑝2 − 𝑧𝑝 ) .

(5)

Finally, the proposed method judges that user
pinches the target object, if these distances satisfy

(‖𝐛‖ < 𝒕𝒉𝒇 ) ∧ (‖𝐜‖ < 𝒕𝒉𝒑𝟏 ) ∧ (‖𝐝‖ < 𝒕𝒉𝒑𝟐 ),

Figure 6 shows the judgement of the pinching
objects. To move the objects, the proposed system
judges whether the user pinches the target object
based on the 3-dimensional position of the object
and fingertips or not in shown figure 7. Firstly, the
proposed system calculates distance b between
fingertips of the thumb and the first finger by using
2

2

‖𝐜‖＝√(𝑥𝐹𝑝1 − 𝑥𝑝 ) + (𝑦𝐹𝑝1 − 𝑦𝑝 ) + (𝑧𝐹𝑝1 − 𝑧𝑝 ) .

(2)

2.4.2 Judgement of the Pinching Objects

2

and 3-dimentional position of the tips of the first
finger, respectively. Secondly, the proposed system
calculates distance c between the target object with
the fingertip of the thumbs by using

2

‖𝐛‖＝√(𝑥𝐹𝑝1 − 𝑥𝐹𝑝2 ) + (𝑦𝐹𝑝1 − 𝑦𝐹𝑝2 ) + (𝑧𝐹𝑝1 − 𝑧𝐹𝑝2 ) .

(3)

(6)

where 𝑡ℎ𝑓 , 𝑡ℎ𝑝1 and 𝑡ℎ𝑝2 are thresholds.
2.4.3 Judgement of the Touching Icons
To transfer between interior and exterior by
expanding and shrinking AR object of the building,
the proposed system judges whether the user
touches drawn icons based on the 3-dimensional
position of fingertips or not. In addition, the

Where, 𝑥𝐹𝑝1 , 𝑦𝐹𝑝1 , 𝑧𝐹𝑝1 , 𝑥𝐹𝑝2 , 𝑦𝐹𝑝2 and 𝑧𝐹𝑝2 are
3-dimentional coordinates of the tips of the thumb

Figure 6. Judgement of the pinching objects

Figure 7. Example of the pinching objects
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position on the camera. Rt is a homogeneous
conversion matrix consisted of a coordinate
rotational matrix R and a coordinate translational
vector t. Secondly, the proposed system converts the
3-dimensional position of fingertips on the camera
coordinate into the 2-dimensional position of
fingertips on the screen coordinate by using the
perspective projection method. Finally, if the 2dimensional position of fingertips on the screen
coordinate enters the region of the icon, the
proposed system judges that a user touches the icon.
2.5 Drawing Processing of Objects

Figure 10. The hidden-surface processing

proposed system executes process of touched icons.
As shown in figure 8, icons are drawn on a 2dimensional plane. Therefore, the proposed system
converts 3-dimensional position of fingertips into 2dimensional position. Firstly, the proposed system
converts the 3-dimensional position of fingertips on
ARToolkit coordinate into the 3-dimensional
position of fingertips on camera coordinate by using
𝑥𝑚
𝑥𝑐
𝑦
𝑦𝑐
( ) = 𝑹𝒕 ( 𝑚 ) .
𝑧𝑚
𝑧𝑐
1
1

(7)

Where, 𝑥𝑚 , 𝑦𝑚 and 𝑧𝑚 are coordinates of 3dimensional position on ARToolKit. 𝑥𝑐 , 𝑦𝑐 and
𝑧𝑐 are coordinates of converted 3-dimensional

Figure 8. Judgement of the touching icon

In this process, the proposed system draws the
object at the coordinate of an object obtained by a
Web camera and a Leap Motion Controller in AR
space. In drawing objects, if there are the objects in
the back on real objects from a Web camera
viewpoint, the objects are not hidden and are drawn
on the real object. This problem is called the
occlusion problem in AR. This problem gives the
user the visually of incongruity because the context
of the objects and the hand of user are
not
expressed appropriately by this problem. Figure 9
shows an example of the occlusion problem. The
hand of the user is drown behind AR object of the
building. To solve this problem, the proposed
system executes the hidden-surface processing of
the hand. We describe about the hidden-surface
processing flow shown in figure 10. Firstly, the
proposed system converts an image obtained by a
Web camera into HSV coordinates because its
coordinates is robust in illumination change.

Figure 9. An example of the occlusion problem
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The items to evaluate are as follows in this
experiment.
①Was it correct to draw AR objects?
②Was it easy to operate AR objects in an
exterior?
③Was it easy to operate AR objects in an
interior?
④Was it easy to translate an exterior and an
interior?
⑤Did you feel this system is intuitive?
Evaluations are 5 levels as the highest 5.
3.1 Experimental Result
(a) In an exterior

Table1 shows the result of the experiment. Average
scores from ② to ⑤ are higher than 4.0. Among all
the items, the item ④ is the highest average score.
Furthermore, item ① is the least average score. All
standard deviations are lower than 1.0. Among all
the items, the item ① is the
highest standard deviations. Furthermore, the item
③ and ④ are least standard deviations.
3.2 Discussion

(b) In an interior
Figure11. The user view image

Secondly, the proposed system extracts the skin
color region. Finally, the proposed system draws
the skin color region for user view image.
3 EVALUATION EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate effectiveness of the proposed system,
we had an evaluation experiment. In this
experiment, ten users performed the experiment.
We describe the flow of the evaluation experiment
as follows. Firstly, the user operates AR object in
an interior exterior as shown in figure 11-(a).
Secondly, the user seamlessly transfer from an
exterior to an interior by expanding AR object of
the building. Thirdly, a user pinches and operates
AR object in an interior as shown in figure 11-(b).
Finally, the user transfer from an interior to an
exterior by shrinking AR object of the building.

The item ① is the items about the visually. The
item ① is the least average score. As the reason for
this, we consider that the shadow of the AR object
is not drown. Therefore, we consider that AR
objects gave the impression floating from around
AR objects. The item ② and ③ are the items about
the operation. Those two items are higher than 4.0.
Therefore, it can be said that the object operation of
this system is easy. The average score of the item
④ is the highest in other four items. As a result, we
consider that transfer between interior and exterior
in this system is easy. From the average score of
item ⑤ , we consider that most people feel the

Item
①
②
③
④
⑤

Table 1. The result of the experiment
Average score
Standard deviation
3.90
0.70
4.30
0.64
4.40
0.49
4.60
0.49
4.50
0.50
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proposed system which has highly intuitiveness.
Consequently, this experiment yields that the
proposed system has usefulness.

5.
6.

4 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a system which
seamlessly transfer between interior and exterior by
expanding and shrinking AR object of the building.
Thereby, the proposed system simulates
environment around buildings and placement of a
furniture by integrating an interior simulation
system and an exterior simulation system.
Furthermore, we implement the construction of the
intuitive synthetic system of the interior and
exterior in a building by using AR. From the
evaluation experimental result, we consider that the
proposed system has highly intuitiveness and
operability. In addition, we consider that the
proposed system is able to simulate the interior and
exterior in a building. However, we found the
problem about the drawn objects.
As future works, we draw a shadow of AR objects
against the light source. Furthermore, to display the
accurate positional relation of AR objects, the
proposed system execute the collision detection of
AR objects. Thereby, we work on reduction of the
sense of incongruity. In addition, we improve the
user-interface and execute improvement of the
usability. We improve the user-interface and
execute improvement of the usability. Then, to
evaluate effectiveness of the proposed system, we
have an evaluation experiment again.
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ABSTRACT
In the literature, one can find various research whose
focus are the difficulties faced by students during the
teaching and learning of programming. Among the
proposals made to improve this situation called for
the application of differentiated teaching,
personalized since it is considered that the
classrooms are formed by heterogeneous students
with different ways of learning and who have needs
and learning preferences specific. However, the
customization of teaching in classroom mode is
complicated to be made by the teacher. But the
personalized attention to homogeneous groups of
learners is a possibility to be considered. From this
perspective, this article aims to describe an
experience with the use of techniques of data mining
along with a taxonomy of educational objectives,
Bloom's Taxonomy, to identify similar groups of
learners with learning difficulties in programming
teaching with data obtained through assessments.
With this, we hope to contribute to the construction
of appropriate teaching strategies to student groups
with the purpose of improving the learning process
on the part of these students.

KEYWORDS
Programming Education; Data Mining; Groups of
Students; Learning difficulty; Bloom's Taxonomy

1 INTRODUCTION
Learning to program is something essential in
the formation of a Computer Science
professional, especially for software developers.
So know and know how to apply programming
concepts is part of the programmer literacy.
Evidence of this is the presence of disciplines,
especially in the early stages, with the focus on
programming, composing the curriculum of the
area courses and other related. However, the

programming education is something delicate,
since it requires, on the part of students, attention
and logical reasoning determined, leading those
who do not have such facilities or not carrying to
acquire them, the impending failure and in
extreme cases, evasion.
It is observed that the difficulty is aggravated
during the learning process since the content in
the introductory lessons are sequential,
dependent on each other and increasing
difficulty.
In recent years, because of high rates of evasion
and failure, the process of teaching and learning
programming has generated a growing concern
among researchers [1]. Developed studies are
motivated above all by the importance of the
acquisition of programming skills in shaping the
field of computing professional.
Amongst the problems identified in the research
highlights the development of own logical
reasoning; the idea of programming as an
extremely difficult hurdle to be overcome [2];
the traditional way of teaching [3] and the
different pace of learning of each student [4].
About this is important to stress that the
administration of discipline, in most cases, it is
not conducted in the rate of uptake of each
student.
However, in the classroom environment, usually
consisting of large groups of learners with skills
and heterogeneous knowledge, this form of
teaching, personalizing teaching, is a difficult
and impractical task by the teacher, even with the
decrease in the number of students per class.
Thus, the same lesson is given to all students,
learning becoming liable to failures.
Among the proposals to change this reality in
teaching programming is the use of data mining
techniques that when applied to a data set, can
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generate useful information for making
educational decisions in order to maximize
student learning. In this sense, this paper
proposes to identify homogeneous groups of
learners who have similar learning gaps that
allows the teacher to customize the classroom
teaching.
This work presents the results of applying a
clustering technique on data collected from
learning assessments by technical school
students in a programming course in an attempt
to group students with similar learning
difficulties. However, it stands out in this work
by creating assessments for each subject, with
cognitive issues sorted levels of Bloom's
taxonomy [5], [6] and contextualized, mostly
with everyday matters through problem
situations. The paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents the taxonomy of educational
objectives of Bloom, applied in the preparation
of assessments. Section 3 presents concepts of
data mining, its performance in the educational
context and describes the clustering technique
used in this study. Section 4 cites relevant works
that have applied data mining techniques within
the context of the study. Section 5 describes the
conducted case study. In Section 6 the results are
presented. Finally, in Section 7, are some
considerations about this work.
2 BLOOM’S TAXONOMY
The Bloom's Taxonomy was proposed by Bloom
et al. [5] in order to assist in the planning,
organization and control of the learning goals.
This is presented in three domains: affective,
psychomotor and cognitive. However, the
cognitive domain, related to learn, mastering
knowledge, acquire new information for
intellectual development, is the best known and
used.
Thus, the cognitive domain, the objectives were
grouped in six different categories (Knowledge,
Comprehension,
Application,
Analysis,
Synthesis and Evaluation) and are structured in
increasing levels of complexity: from the
simplest to the most complex.
Thus, the Taxonomy in the educational context
becomes relevant, since it aims to create
opportunities to use different strategies for the

development of students in knowledge
acquisition and evaluation process; also provides
educators plan in a structured way, so that the
students acquire skills from simple skills (such
everyday facts) to then ascend to the more
complex (the example of scientific knowledge).
2.1 Revised Bloom's Taxonomy
With the great transformations in the educational
context, such as: the use of new technologies,
new educational methods, new concepts and
theories, among others, comes the need for
adjustments to the initial research of Bloom and
his collaborators.
In 2001, Anderson and Krathwohl [6] form a
commission that, in order to maintain the same
practicality proposed by Bloom [5] and seek a
balance between what already existed with the
current positions, published a study on the
retrospective use of taxonomy.
According Krathwohl [7], it was observed that
generally the objectives state what students are
expected to learn, however, is not explicit,
consistent, what they are able to accomplish with
the knowledge acquired.
Thus, with the knowledge dimension (content)
and more clearly differentiated cognitive
process, the new structure proposed in the
Revised Bloom's Taxonomy, created a new
model of the Cognitive Domain consists of six
categories: Remember, Understand, Apply,
Analyze, Evaluate and Create. Later sets up each
of the categories of taxonomy.
2.2 Interpretation of the Taxonomy in
Programming
In his studies, Whalley et al. [8] and Thompson
et al. [9], report their efforts to categorize the
issues of programming assessment tools
according to Bloom's taxonomy. Table 1
summarizes the main interpretations of each of
Bloom's taxonomy of categories included in the
programming, the result of this research and that
formed the basis for this study.
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Table 1. Bloom's taxonomy programming
Category

Interpret in programming
retrieving relevant Knowledge from long-term
memory

Remember

- identifying a particular construct in a piece of
code;
- recognizing the implementation of a subject
area concept.
constructing meaning from instructional
messages, including oral, written, and graphical
communications.

Understand

Apply

Analyze

Evaluate

- translating an algorithm from one form of
representation to another form;
- explaining a concept or an algorithm or design
pattern
carrying out or using a procedure in a given
situation.
- that the process and algorithm or design
pattern is known to the learner and both are
applied to a problem that is familiar, but that has
not been solved previously in the same context
or with the same data or with the same tools;
breaking material into its constituent parts and
determining how the parts relate to one
another and to an overall structure or purpose.
- breaking a programming task into its
component parts (classes, components, etc.);
- organizing component parts to achieve an
overall objective;
making judgments based on criteria and
standards.
- determining whether a piece of code satisfies
the requirements through defining an
appropriate testing strategy;
putting elements together to form a coherent or
functional whole; reorganizing elements into a
new pattern or structure.

Create

- coming up with a new alternative algorithm or
hypothesizing that a new combination of
algorithms will solve a problem;

3 DATA MINING
The term Data mining defines the automated
process of capture and analysis of large data sets
to extract a meaning, being used both to describe
characteristics of the past as to predict trends for
the future [10].
According to Fayyad et al. [11] the process
involves the application of specific algorithms
that extract patterns from the data. Moreover, it
is one step in a larger process known as
Knowledge Discovery in Databases, KDD.
Thus, with regard to the processing of
knowledge, their role is to apply algorithms on

the data and using abstraction, generate
knowledge models through the data exploration.
3.1 Tasks and Mining Techniques
According Pimentel and Omar [12], data mining
tasks are defined as certain classes of problems
according to the type of knowledge to be mined
and the desired goals for the solution. Since the
choice of mining technique and algorithm to be
used depends on the task to be executed.
So, considering the objective of the study,
describes the following task grouping or
clustering
highlighting
the
partitioning
technique and k-means algorithm based on [13],
[14].
3.1.1 Clustering
Clustering has proposed to identify and approach
the similar records. Cluster is defined as a
collection of similar records with each other but
different from other records in other clusters.
So, considering that the purpose of this study is
to form homogeneous clusters of learners, the
clustering task has been chosen.
Among the existing techniques, the partitioning
implement this type of task being the K-means
algorithm the best known. The algorithm divides
the data set provided in clusters, requiring
initially set the number of clusters to be created
for him. This number is set to K, the K-means
behalf reason.
3.2 Educational Data Mining
Data mining techniques can be applied to a
variety of decision-making contexts such as
telephony, marketing, finance, health and
education, the focus of the work.
Siemens and Baker [15] states that given the
large amount of data on students, educational
institutions show is traditionally inefficient in
the use of these data, in most cases, making
analysis with serious delays, delaying actions
and preventing possible interventions.
In this context, it creates an environment in
which new approaches are needed to discover,
understand and properly apply the valuable
information that exist within these data.
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In his research, Baker and Carvalho [16]
reported that the mining educational data (EDM)
starts more significantly in 2005 in Pittsburgh,
USA, with the first Workshop on Educational
Data Mining, as part of the 20th National
Conference on Artificial Intelligence (AAAI
2005), with sequels in 2006 and 2007. In 2008
launches in Montreal, Canada, the first
conference in EDM: First International
conference on Educational Data Mining, which
turned out to settle down and earn an annual
basis. The following year sees the launch of the
first volume of the specialized journal, JEDM
(Journal of Educational Data Mining) and in
2011 constituted a scientific society for EDM
(International Educational Data Mining
Society).
According to Baker and Carvalho [16], the
educational data mining is an area of research
that has focused primarily on the development of
methods to explore data sets collected in
educational settings.
Thus, it is possible to obtain information that
helped understand more effectively the various
aspects of the learning processes as well as
improve the environment and methods of this
process as development of instructional
materials, monitoring and forecasting, among
others.
4 RELATED WORK
Between the significant research linking
cognitive levels of Bloom's revised taxonomy
and programming education, as [8], [17] which
discuss how each of the categories of taxonomy
can be interpreted and used in evaluation
program aiming to bring help in activities related
to educational practices.
Another relevant study [18], as he sought to
build the Three-phase method for teachinglearning (MTEA) applied in educational
programming based on the taxonomy of Bloom
[5], according to the cognitive and affective
domain and applied by programming technique
in doubles.
In [12] and [19] presented a model for the
application of data mining techniques, using
standard extraction algorithms, in order to
discover knowledge about a learner or a group,

in data collected through performance
evaluations.
Therefore, it is observed that, in this universe,
you can still get a lot of information that will
enable better decision making with regard to
educational programming.
5 CASE STUDY
In order, to obtain the data necessary to
understand more precisely on the assimilation of
knowledge and learning difficulties, by grouping
students that have similarities in these aspects,
using data mining techniques applied lists of
exercises questions created and / or adapted
according to the levels of the revised Bloom's
Taxonomy [6], [8], [17] Technical course in
Computer classes an educational institution.
5.1 The Research Environment
The study was conducted in a private educational
institution, with 40 students aged between 16
and 17, who joined on 2014 at the Technical
course in Computer Science with practical
emphasis in programming, analysis and
development of systems for the discipline of
Logic programming.
By process of selection of the institution, the
group of students was divided into two classes in
different shifts. Thus, 23 students in the morning
shift and 17 in the afternoon shift.
The environmental choice made by the history of
the institution with a high rate of low-income
students in programming courses and a
significant number of failures and evasions in the
course of Computer Technician.
Moreover, classes are composed of students who
did not have any contact with the computational
logic or with a programming language. Thus, in
the initial phase of the course, there are the
greatest difficulties for students, it is the moment
in which these get to know the concepts related
to development programs based on algorithms.
In this context, it began the data collection
process for the construction of this work as
described below.
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5.2 Data Collection
Data collection for the development of this work
took place through exercise lists applied to
students during throughout the program learning
process.
For the construction of lists and resolution of
questions they put forward, we used the
algorithm
concepts
and
C
language
(Introduction, Conditional, Loops, Arrays and
Subroutines). These mostly were contextualized
with everyday matters through problem
situations, characterized as real or hypothetical
situations of theoretical and / or practical and had
as reference the cognitive levels of the
Taxonomy revised Bloom (Remember,
Understand, Apply , Analyze, Evaluate and
Create), described in Table 1.
The issues at all levels except at the level Create,
were like multiple choice with options A, B, C
and D. In item classified as Create, students built
programs such as resolution of the proposed
problem.
Thus, we used data collected from 12
assessments sessions with 40 students
answering, 104 programming problems
involving 5 different concepts and a total of 4160
instances.
To compose the datasets of this work, adapted to
the attributes proposed by França and Amaral
[19]. Table 2 shows these attributes, with its
description, type and range of values they can
assume within the proposed framework.
Table 2. Collected attributes in the lists of exercises
Attributes

IdStudent

IdSession

Description
Code
that
identifies the
participant
student of
evaluation
sessions
Code
identifying
the
evaluation
session
number

Datatype Domain
Nominal [AM1..AMn] /
[AV1..AVn]

Nominal [S1..Sn]

IdQuestion

CognLevel

ResultQuest

Code
identifying
the
assessment
of
the
question
number

Nominal [Q1..Qn]

Cognitive
level of the
item
evaluated
according to
Bloom's
Taxonomy
Label
of
multiplechoice
questions

Nominal REM – Remember
UND – Understand
APP – Apply
ANA – Analyze
EVA – Evaluate
CRE – Create

Option
selected by
the learner in
AnswerQuest multiplechoice
questions

ConceptAss

Learner's
level
of
performance
in a specific
assessment

Nominal COR: Correct
PAR1: Partially
Right
PAR2: Partially
Right
PAR3: Partially
Right
INCOR: Incorrect
Nominal A
B
C
D
X
Nominal A: 8≥note≤10
B: 6≥note<8
C: 4≥note<6
D: 2≥note<4
E: 0≥note<2

In the application of mining techniques on the
data collected was used WEKA tool - Waikato
Environment
for
Knowledge
Analysis,
developed by the University of Waikato in New
Zealand [14].
6 RESULTS OBTAINED
After collection, the data were preprocessed
(removal of any inconsistencies, incompleteness
and problems with data types) and transformed
to a more appropriate way for mining.
Thus, it created 10 datasets (5 for each group)
who underwent WEKA tool to generate groups
of students to each programming concept by
clustering algorithm k-means.
During testing of two groups were made up to 6
clusters. However, it was found that the group
with 3 resulted in more consistent cluster
centroids for that context.
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Tables 3 and 4 show the results provided by
WEKA tool from the data obtained in the
sections relating to the content Introduction to
Programming (variables, variable types) in
morning classes (class 1) and evening (class 2),
respectively.
Table 3. Clustering in class 1 (Introduction)
Cluster#
Attribute

IdStudent
IdSession
IdQuestion
CognLevel
ResultQuest
AnswerQuest
ConceptAss

Full Data
(368)

0
(116)

1
(179)

2
(73)

AM1
S1
Q1
REM
D
COR
C

AM23
S1
Q1
REM
C
INCOR
D

AM1
S1
Q4
UND
D
COR
C

AM18
S7
Q2
REM
A
INCOR
A

Looking at Table 3 above and other results
provided by the tool was able to do some
interpretations:
a) Cluster 0
In this cluster, with 116 occurrences, the students
(22%) with the following characteristics were
grouped:
 Concept "D" (down) in the assessments,
particularly in S1, they worked up the initial
subjects using algorithm.
 The label "INCOR" on the issues, especially
at the Remember level of Bloom's taxonomy.
The question that level required to the
students remember the order of priority of
the operators NOT, AND and OR in logical
expressions. However, despite various
exercises as examples, most did not
remember.
 Analyzing the alternative chosen, there were
computational logic problems, the use of
structures and mathematical operations.
 At Create level, if identified problems in
building solutions that solve the problem
situation proposed. It was observed that the
codes possessed a logical sequence,
however, incorrect calculations and error
contained in the use of the structures.

b) Cluster 1
In this cluster, with 179 occurrences, the students
(74%)
which
showed
the
following
characteristics were grouped:
 Concept "C" (median) in the assessments,
particularly in S1, when it worked that the
initial topics using algorithms
 The label "COR" on the issues, highlighting
the Understand level.
 Despite the label above the Create level,
students had difficulties in building coherent
solutions that solve the proposed problem.
c) Cluster 2
In this cluster, with 73 occurrences, the students
(4%) with the following characteristics were
grouped:
 Concept "A" (excellent) in the ratings,
especially in S7, they worked up the initial
topics using the C programming language
 Despite the above concept, the students
presented the label "INCOR" on the issues,
especially at the Remember level. The
question that level required to students who
remember the exercises performed in class
involving NOT operators AND and OR in
logical
expressions.
However,
few
remembered.
 At Create level, it was observed that, despite
the problems being contextualized and
require the basics and knowledge of
mathematical operations, some students did
not respond and others, created incorrect
solutions.
Thus, it is observed that the class 1, with respect to
the introductory threads programming had a median
income. However, it presented some difficulties in
remembering concepts and examples seen in the
classroom (Remember level), and it presented
problems to create solutions to the problems posed,
actually understandable because they are at the
beginning of the course.
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Table 4. Clustering in class 2 (Introduction)
Cluster#
Attribute

IdStudent
IdSession
IdQuestion
CognLevel
ResultQuest
AnswerQuest
ConceptAss

Full Data
(272)

0
(128)

1
(68)

2
(76)

AV1
S1
Q1
REM
D
INCOR
C

AV14
S1
Q2
REM
C
INCOR
C

AV7
S1
Q6
ANA
D
COR
D

AV16
S7
Q4
UND
A
COR
A

Looking at Table 4 above and other results
provided by the tool was able to do some
interpretations:
a) Cluster 0
In this cluster, with 128 occurrences, the students
(70%) which showed the following features
were grouped:







Concept "C" (median) in the assessments,
particularly in S1, they worked up the initial
subjects using algorithm.
The label "INCOR" on the issues, especially
at the Remember level of Bloom's taxonomy.
The question that level required to students
who remember the particulars related to the
declaration of variables. However, despite
several examples carried out in the room,
most did not remember.
Analyzing the alternative chosen, there were
computational logic problems, the use of
structures and mathematical operations.
At Create level, there were difficulties in
creating solutions consistent with the
proposed issue and the use of the concepts
presented.

b) Cluster 1
In this cluster, with 68 occurrences, the students
(6%) which showed the following features were
grouped:
 They reached the concept "D" (bad) in the
ratings, particularly in S1, they worked up
the initial subjects using algorithm.
 The label "COR" on the issues, highlighting
the level Analyze.
 At Create level, students had difficulties in
creating solutions that solve the problem

even before a contextualized issue and
required only the basics of programming and
mathematical operations (percentage).
c) Cluster 2
In this cluster, with 76 occurrences, the students
(24%) who did not present significant
difficulties that content were grouped. Thus, the
afternoon class had a median income. However,
presented some difficulties in construction
programs (Create level), reflecting the problems
presented in the Remember level.
Thus, the class 2 has a median income. However,
it presents some difficulties in construction
programs (level Create), reflecting the problems
presented in the level Remember.
Importantly, by comparing the two groups, the
morning group showed the worst results
showing great difficulty in understanding the
initial concepts.
Tables 5 and 6 show the results provided from the
data obtained in the sections relating to the content
Conditional Structures (if/else, switch case) in
morning classes and afternoon, respectively
Table 5. Clustering in class 1 (Conditional)
Cluster#
Attribute

IdStudent
IdSession
IdQuestion
CognLevel
ResultQuest
AnswerQuest
ConceptAss

Full Data
(437)

0
(195)

1
(162)

2
(80)

AM1
S2
Q1
REM
A
COR
B

AM9
S2
Q5
APP
C
COR
B

AM7
S8
Q1
REM
A
INCOR
D

AM19
S2
Q4
UND
A
COR
A

Checking Table 5 above and other results
provided by WEKA it was found that:
a) Cluster 0
With 195 events were grouped in this cluster,
44% of students who showed the following
features:
 In the assessments, students got the concept
"B" (good), especially in S2, with written
questions using the algorithm.
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In matters presented the label COR,
particularly the Apply level taxonomy.
Despite the above results, the students
reported difficulties in variable types and
understanding of structures, especially as the
functioning of the command IF/ELSE.
At Create level, there were problems in
developing solutions that fully solve the
problem situations proposed.

b) Cluster 1
With 162 events were grouped in this cluster,
43% of students who had the following
characteristics:
 In the evaluations, students achieved the
concept of "D" (bad), most significantly in
the S8 built using the C language
 In matters reached labeled "ERR", especially
at the Remember level. It (Q1), demanded to
the students who remember, conceptually,
the characteristics and functioning of
conditional structures.
 There was the chosen responses, most option
"A" great difficulties with logical operators
AND and OR, understanding of structures,
mathematical operations and understanding
of the statement.
c) Cluster 2
80 patients were grouped in this cluster, 13% of
students who achieved the concept "A"
(excellent) in the assessments and presented the
label COR on issues, especially at the
Understand level. In addition, students reported
no difficulties in the displayed content.
Thus, it appears that the class 1 had difficulty
understanding the functioning of taught
commands, in particular, the IF/ELSE
command. In addition, there was the continuing
difficulty with the logical operators (AND, OR).
However, in general, the class got a good result.

Table 6. Clustering in class 2 (Conditional)
Cluster#
Attribute

IdStudent
IdSession
IdQuestion
CognLevel
ResultQuest
AnswerQuest
ConceptAss

Full Data
(323)

0
(133)

1
(130)

2
(60)

AV1
S2
Q1
UND
C
COR
A

AV12
S8
Q7
EVA
A
INCOR
C

AV10
S2
Q9
CRE
X
COR
A

AV4
S8
Q2
UND
D
INCOR
D

Checking Table 6 above and other results
provided by WEKA it was found that:
a) Cluster 0
With 133 events were grouped in this cluster,
29% of students who exhibited the following
relevant points:
 Students reached the concept "C" (median)
in the assessments, highlighting the S8
session, with the focus on the structures
using the C language teaching.
 Presented the INCOR label on the issues,
especially at the Evaluate level. In the
problem (Q7), required is knowledge of the
functioning of the command IF/ELSE with a
condition involving the logical operators
AND and OR.
 It was identified in the chosen responses,
most option "A", difficulties with math
operations, use of structures (especially
IF/ELSE) and building solutions that solve
the proposed problem (Create level).
b) Cluster 1
With 130 events were grouped in this cluster,
59% of students who have achieved the "A"
concept in the evaluations and showed
understanding of the subject, especially in the
Create level of Bloom's taxonomy.
c) Cluster 2
In this cluster, with 60 occurrences, 12% of
students which have the following relevant
points were grouped:
 Students reached the concept "D" (bad) in the
assessments, highlighting the S8 session,
with the focus on the structures using the C
language teaching
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Presented the INCOR label on the issues.
Highlighted the question of Understand level
(Q2), which presented a program with an
empty section (IF condition) and asked that
among the options offered, the student chose
the one that best completed the code.
Observed great difficulties regarding the
operation
of
conditional
structures
(Understand level) and the differences
between the logical operators AND / OR.

Thus, it analyzing the information, it is observed
that the class 2 continued with difficulty with the
use of logical operators. Moreover, the level
Understanding was one in which the students
found most difficult.
Comparing the two results, the morning class
continued to show poor performance. In
addition, the two had problems in IF/ELSE
structure, the Evaluate level (class 2) and another
in Remember (class 1).
Tables 7 and 8 show the results obtained from
the data obtained in the sections relating to the
content Loop (while, do/while, for) in the
analyzed classes.
Table 7. Clustering in class 1 (Loop)
Cluster#
Attribute

IdStudent
IdSession
IdQuestion
CognLevel
ResultQuest
AnswerQuest
ConceptAss

Full Data
(506)

0
(179)

1
(205)

2
(122)

AM1
S3
Q1
APP
C
INCOR
D

AM21
S3
Q2
REM
D
COR
D

AM17
S3
Q4
UND
B
INCOR
D

AM5
S9
Q5
APP
C
COR
B

Analyzing the data from Table 7 above and other
results provided by WEKA tool was noted that:
a) Cluster 0
With 179 events were grouped in this cluster the
students (30%) with the following:
 The "D" concept (bad) was obtained by the
students in applied evaluations. Highlighting
the S3 session, with the focus on learning the
structures using the algorithm.





Even presenting the label COR on issues,
especially in Remember level of Bloom's
taxonomy, they were observed by the options
chosen on the issues, difficulties in
differentiating the functioning of the
structures used. Mainly between WHILE and
DO/WHILE commands.
At level Create, it was realized that the
solutions created not completely solved the
problem situations proposed. In some cases,
the codes presented consistent but not bring
the solution.

b) Cluster 1
With 205 events were grouped in this cluster, the
students (52%) with the following:
 The "D" concept (bad) was obtained by the
students in applied evaluations. Highlighting
the S3 session, with the focus on learning the
structures using the algorithm.
 Presented the INCOR label on the issues,
especially at the level Understanding. It (Q4)
was asked the student's understanding of a
piece of code using the WHILE command. In
addition, it identified little understanding
about the functioning of loop structures
(input and output conditions), confusion
increments and decrement, and failures in the
Create level.
c) Cluster 2
With 122 events were grouped in this cluster, the
students (17%) that have reached the concept
"B" (good) in the assessments and obtained the
label COR on issues, especially the Apply level.
In addition, students did not have difficulties in
large proportions on the subject studied.
Checking the data, you can see that in general,
the group presented a poor performance,
especially at the Understand level of Bloom's
Taxonomy that required to understand the
functioning of repetitions structures. Also, if
realized, problems related to increments and
decrements in the present codes and problems in
construction solutions using commands.
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Table 8. Clustering in class 2 (Loop)
Cluster#
Attribute

IdStudent
IdSession
IdQuestion
CognLevel
ResultQuest
AnswerQuest
ConceptAss

Full Data
(374)

0
(165)

1
(107)

2
(102)

AV1
S3
Q1
APP
C
INCOR
D

AV6
S3
Q7
APP
C
INCOR
B

AV7
S9
Q4
UND
B
COR
C

AV12
S3
Q9
CRE
X
INCOR
D

Analyzing data of Table 8 above and other
results provided by WEKA tool was noted that:
a) Cluster 0
165 events were grouped in this cluster, the
students
(70%)
with
the
following
characteristics:
 Although the students have reached the
concept "B" (good) in the assessments (S3
session), presented the INCOR label on the
issues, particularly the Apply level. At issue
highlighted Q7, requested that the student,
after reading the statement, analyze among
the options provided, the most appropriate to
solve the problem using the FOR structure.
 Little understanding of the conditions of the
loops and increment / decrement.
b) Cluster 1
With 107 events were grouped in this cluster, the
students
(12%)
with
the
following
characteristics:
 The "C" concept (median) in the assessments
performed by the students, most in the S9
session using the C programming language
 After obtaining the label COR on issues,
especially at the Understand level of Bloom's
taxonomy, students showed difficulties
concerning the operation of the loops.
c) Cluster 2
With 102 events were grouped in this cluster, the
students
(12%)
with
the
following
characteristics:
 Students reached the "D" concept in the
evaluations, most in S3 session.
 Presented the INCOR label on the issues,
particularly the Create level. Featured in



session, the categorized question at this level
(Q9), required to solve a problem
contextualized the solution using one of
repeating structures seen in the classroom.
Little understanding of the operation and use
(Create level) of repeating structures.

Thus, despite the class 2 income, it was noticed
that the students had difficulty understanding
and, above all, to apply the concepts of the repeat
commands,
especially
increments
and
decrements associated with the operation of the
loops.
Noting the results of the two groups, it is clear
that the morning class had more difficulties as
learning structures, especially in understanding
the structures.
In Tables 9 and 10 are observed the results
obtained from the data obtained in the sections
relating to Arrays content in groups under study.
Table 9. Clustering in class 1 (Arrays)
Cluster#
Attribute

IdStudent
IdSession
IdQuestion
CognLevel
ResultQuest
AnswerQuest
ConceptAss

Full Data
(759)

0
(357)

1
(258)

2
(144)

AM1
S4
Q1
UND
C
INCOR
D

AM22
S5
Q5
APP
C
COR
D

AM1
S10
Q2
UND
D
INCOR
D

AM6
S11
Q3
UND
A
INCOR
D

Exploring the data in Table 9 above and other
results provided by WEKA tool was noted that:
a) Cluster 0
Were grouped in this cluster, 61% of students, a
total of 357 events, with the following criteria:
 The "D" concept on ratings, especially in S5
session, in which we used algorithm to build
the issues related to the subject 1D Arrays.
 Even presenting the label COR on issues,
especially the Apply level, it was identified
in the 2D Arrays subject, difficulty levels
Analyze and Evaluate. In these questions, we
used analysis of codes by a statement
describing the problem, and evaluating
proposals for a specific problem solutions.
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At Create level, it was realized that some of
the solutions created not completely solved
the problem situations proposed.

b) Cluster 1
Were grouped in this cluster, 35% of students, a
total of 258 events, with the following criteria:
 Students reached the concept "D" (bad) on
ratings, especially in the S10. In it
approached the vector content using the C
programming language.
 Most of the issues presented INCOR label,
especially at the Understand level. The
question (Q2) had a code in which values
were assigned and the reverse of them was
printed by the code that was requested.
Analyzing the options chosen, it was
observed that there was no understanding of
the code.
 In addition, it identified little understanding
for the declaration and operation of 1D
Arrays.
 At Create level, it was identified that largely
did not propose solutions to the problems
posed.
c) Cluster 2
Were grouped in this cluster, 4% of the students,
a total of 144 events, with the following criteria:
 Students reached the "D" concept (bad) on
ratings, especially in the S11. In it he
approached the 2D Arrays content using the
C programming language
 Most of the issues presented INCOR label,
especially at the Understand level. The
question (Q3) had a code with a missing
piece that provided as output a 3x3 identity
2D Arrays hus, the student should choose
among the options that best fill the space.
 Difficulties in understanding the concepts
and 2D Arrays operation, especially
regarding the use of loops (rows and
columns).
Analyzing the points, it is clear that the group
had great difficulties in the subject 2D Arrays.
Especially in issues that needed to analyze and
evaluate codes that were provided. In addition,
they identified problems with the use of nested
loop (lines and columns).

Table 10. Clustering in class 2 (Arrays)
Cluster#
Attribute

IdStudent
IdSession
IdQuestion
CognLevel
ResultQuest
AnswerQuest
ConceptAss

Full Data
(561)

0
(291)

1
(194)

2
(76)

AV1
S4
Q1
UND
C
INCOR
D

AV4
S10
Q6
UND
D
INCOR
D

AV15
S11
Q1
UND
C
COR
C

AV4
S5
Q9
CRE
X
INCOR
D

Exploring the data of Table 10 above and other
results provided by WEKA tool was noted that:
a) Cluster 0
Were grouped in this cluster, 59% of students, a
total of 291 events, with the following criteria:
 The concept of "D" (bad) in the assessments
has been achieved by the students,
particularly in S10.
 The INCOR label was obtained on issues,
especially at the level of Bloom's Taxonomy.
The questions that Understand level had
codes in which values were assigned and the
output was requested. But checking the
options chosen, it was observed that there
was no understanding of the code.
 There was little understanding of the
concept, the declaration and the operation
about the 1D Arrays.
b) Cluster 1
Were grouped in this cluster, 35% of students, a
total of 194 events, with the following topics
described:
 Although the students have achieved the
label COR in questions, especially at the
level of Understand taxonomy, they reached
the concept "C" (median) in the assessments
(S11 session).
 Difficulties in Analyze level. In it, the
student was asked to analyze the proposed
solutions to the problem.
 Problems in building codes consistent with
problem situations proposals regarding 2D
Arrays.
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c) Cluster 2
Were grouped in this cluster, 35% of students, a
total of 194 events, with the following topics
described:
 The concept of "D" (bad) was achieved by
students in the evaluations, especially in S5
session, in which they tested the vectors of
knowledge using the algorithm.
 The label "INCOR" was awarded the issues.
Highlighted, has Q9, the Create level, which
requested the creation of a solution to a
problem similar to one previously seen in the
classroom.
 Major difficulties regarding the operation
and use (Create level) of 2D Arrays.
The above points show that in the group that
works with 1D and 2D Arrays, the group
demonstrated great difficulty in understanding
the functioning of the structures.
Thus, it is clear that both groups have difficulties
in content addressed, especially in arrays.
Moreover, the problem has become more latent
Understand level reflecting directly on other
levels, particularly in the Create.
Finally, Tables 11 and 12 show the results
obtained from data collected in the sections
relating to Subroutines content in the classes
studied.
Table 11. Clustering in class 1 (Subroutines)
Cluster#
Attribute

IdStudent
IdSession
IdQuestion
CognLevel
ResultQuest
AnswerQuest
ConceptAss

Full Data
(322)

0
(186)

1
(79)

2
(57)

AM1
S6
Q1
EVA
A
INCOR
D

AM11
S12
Q5
EVA
A
INCOR
D

AM8
S12
Q7
CRE
X
INCOR
E

AM14
S6
Q3
APP
D
COR
B

Ascertaining Table 11 above and other results
provided by WEKA tool was identified that:
a) Cluster 0

In this cluster, with 186 occurrences, the students
(74%) with the following criteria were grouped:





Students received the concept "D" (bad) in
the assessments (S12 session).
The INCOR label was attributed to issues,
particularly in Evaluate level the Taxonomy.
Difficulties in all taxonomic levels,
especially on the function and action of the
subroutines in a program.

b) Cluster 1

With 79 events were grouped in this cluster, the
students (13%) who expressed the following:
 Evaluations (S12 session) with the concept
of "E" (bad).
 The INCOR label on the issues.
 Difficulties in understanding the concept and
function of subroutines within a program,
and creating solutions using subroutines
(Create level).
c) Cluster 2

In this cluster, they were grouped the 13% of
students, a total of 57 events, with the following
characteristics:
 Despite reaching the concept "B" (good) in
the ratings and reach the label COR on
issues, especially the Apply level, they
presented some difficulties at the Understand
level of Bloom's Taxonomy.
With the above data, it is clear that the group did
not obtain a significant learning about
subroutines. Most students got a bad concept in
the evaluations and had difficulties in
understanding the function of subroutines within
a program, as well as in building solutions using
the concepts.
Table 12. Clustering in class 2 (Subroutines)
Cluster#
Attribute

IdStudent
IdSession
IdQuestion
CognLevel
ResultQuest
AnswerQuest
ConceptAss

Full Data
(238)

0
(116)

1
(76)

2
(46)

AV1
S6
Q1
EVA
A
INCOR
B

AV4
S6
Q3
EVA
A
INCOR
D

AV2
S12
Q1
EVA
A
COR
C

AV13
S6
Q2
UND
B
INCOR
D

Looking at Table 12 above and other results
supplied by WEKA tool was identified that:
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a) Cluster 0
In this cluster, with 116 occurrences, the
students (59%) were grouped that presented the
following points:
 The concept of "D" (bad) in the assessments
(S6 session).
 The issues reached labeled "INCOR" on,
especially at the Evaluate level the
Taxonomy.
 Difficulties in understanding and application
of concepts learned about subroutines.
 At Create level, most students did not
propose solutions to the problems posed.
b) Cluster 1
76 events were grouped in this cluster, the
students (35%) showing the following:
 Despite reaching the label COR on issues,
presented the concept "C" (median) in the
assessments (S12 session).
 Difficulties in Remember level Bloom's
Taxonomy and creating solutions using
subroutines (Create level).
c) Cluster 2
46 events were grouped in this cluster, the
students (6%) showing the following features:
 Students hit the "D" concept (bad) in the
assessments (S6 session) and reached the
INCOR label on the issues.
 Great difficulty levels Remember and
Understand of Bloom's Taxonomy. In the
first, the question required the student to
remember the sub concepts and the
difference between procedures and function.
In the second, an incomplete portion of
which called the option that correctly
completed the code.
Thus, it is observed that the class 2 had some
significant learning about the topic under study
(stanzas). Mainly evaluate solutions using the
concepts seen in the classroom.
Analyzing the information obtained from
classes, it is clear that in both there was a real
learning stanzas. Regardless of the context, or
example used, students could not understand the
usefulness of the concept of subroutines.

7 CONCLUSIONS
The results show that learning assessments can
generate important data about the process of
teaching and learning, especially when directed
by a taxonomy of educational objectives, this
work, Bloom's taxonomy.
Also, confirm that the application of clustering
techniques are quite useful for the formation of
homogeneous clusters of learners. Once
identified, these groups allow the teacher to
formulate most effective teaching strategies that
it will act according to the real needs of students,
especially those with learning disabilities.
In the study it was possible to identify, for
example, in general, the students presented
major problems in the Create level. I.e.
difficulties in building solutions with the
concepts presented, satisfying the problem
situations proposed.
As for the learning of Conditional structures if
identified problems, especially in the IF/ELSE
structure. This situation is aggravated when the
problems required the knowledge of logical
operators AND and OR.
In addition, it was noted that in some content,
especially Loops and Arrays, students had little
understanding (level Understand) in the
declaration and functioning of the structures.
Loops on the topic, there is confusion with the
conditions for entry and exit and the action of
increment / decrement in the structures. In the
topical arrays, 2D arrays stands out with the use
of loops (rows and columns).
A fact to be noted is that, since the student finds
it difficult in the early levels of the taxonomy it
reflects the other levels. Loops and Arrays
observed this fact.
Another fact to note is the poor performance of
students in Arrays and Subroutines topics,
reflecting the difficulties do not identified and it
do not addressed in a timely manner. In some
clusters, it was perceived difficulties at all levels
of the taxonomy and on topic Subroutines, much
was not able to build solutions using the
concepts.
The results also brought questions such as the
fact that students of class 2, which runs in the
afternoon shift, with the same teacher and the
same classroom, deliver better results compared
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to the class 1, which works in the evening shift.
Perhaps the shift factor can be analyzed within
the context of this work.
The exercise lists drawn up this work, proved a
valid assessment tool that will enable other
teachers, suffering adjustments in some cases,
can better visualize the learning of students in
classes in which they operate.
However, it is expected that with the results
shown, teaching strategies are built to enhance
the learning of programming students. As for the
problem with the mathematical operations
presented at the beginning of the programming
discipline, start classes with a math review with
problems involving the subjects that it will be
needed later.
As future work, we intend to conduct deeper
analysis on the data found by analyzing other
points of view and work on a system that
provides a faster, more specific feedback for
both teachers, and for the students
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ABSTRACT
A novel structure to determine volume fraction of
liquids present in microfluidic channel/tube with high
accuracy is being presented. Such determination also
known as compositional analysis is widely used in
chemical, bio-medical, pharmaceutical and other
applications/industries.
Monitoring/measuring
volume fraction of liquid in mixture through
conventional methods is a time consuming task. Some
quantity of liquid is also wasted in this process.
Microwave technique using resonance method has
eased such a task. Proposed split ball resonator
structure removes these problems. Proposed structure
can detect/sense complex permittivity of liquid
mixture in microfluidic channel/tube. Basing upon
this structure a model is being proposed to determine
volume fraction of liquids. This model utilizes
measured electrical quantities i.e. resonant frequency
and quality factor of proposed structure.
Compositional analysis of liquids can be done within
fraction of a second without wasting time and
material through proposed system.

KEYWORDS
Compositional analysis, complex permittivity,
microfluidic channel, split-ball resonator, volume
fraction.

1 INTRODUCTION
Microwave techniques to determine/sense
permittivity of materials are well established.
Determination of permittivity is essential in
processing of food, rubber, plastic, ceramic etc
[1]. Food grading [2], design improvement,

quality and control of products [3], study of
microwave effects on biological tissues [4] are
some other application areas where knowledge
regarding permittivity is important. Numerous
microwave techniques [3], [5], [6] are available
for such characterization. These techniques can
be classified amongst reflection, transmission
and resonant methods [3], [5]-[7]. These classes
are further grouped under numerous methods.
Each of these methods can characterize materials
of certain class depending upon loss factor of
material [3], [8].
Resonant methods provide most accurate
information regarding permittivity of low loss
materials [1], [3], [7]. Resonators of different
types have been utilized for this purpose [6].
Dielectric resonator, coaxial surface-wave
resonator and split resonators are different
resonant methods [6], [9] and employ various
structures/arrangements
for
measurements.
Compositional analysis of liquids and material
characterization has been performed with high
accuracy while utilizing split-ring resonator [10][14]. Split-ball resonator (SBR) [15], [16]
possesses high quality (Q) factor which is an
important
parameter
for
permittivity
measurement. In this work a novel structure
based upon SBR has been proposed for
compositional analysis of liquid solvents in
microfluidic channel/tube. Resonant frequency
and Q factor of structure can be measured with
the help of vector network analyzer (VNA). A
mathematical model is also introduced to
determine volume fraction of liquids in mixture.
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2 COMPLEX PERMITTIVITY OF LIQUID
SOLVENTS

[20]-[22]. Some simple formulas based upon
volume fraction of two solvents/composites [6]
are presented below:

Dielectric materials have a tendency to store
energy when placed in electric field [17]-[19].
This energy storage capability is known as
permittivity. When it is compared with free space
it is known as relative permittivity. Relative
permittivity (𝜀𝑟∗) or permittivity of a material is a
complex quantity and comprises of two parts.
Real part (𝜀𝑟′ ) signifies energy storage capability
of material whereas imaginary part (𝜀𝑟′′ )
represents lossy part of permittivity. These
parameters are dependent upon temperature,
frequency, relative humidity etc [9]. Complex
permittivity of material is represented as:

Looyenga’s formula:

εr∗ = ε′r − jε′′r
(1)
Value of imaginary part signifies rate at which
stored energy is dissipated. Depending upon
value/nature of imaginary part materials are
classified amongst low, medium and high loss.
Ratio between 𝜀𝑟′′ and 𝜀𝑟′ is known as loss
tangent, tan delta or dissipation factor D and
given as [8], [9]:
1

ε ′′

tanδ = D = Q = ε r′

(2)

r

When a dielectric material is subjected to
alternating electromagnetic field, its electric
dipoles interact with applied field. This response
is known as dielectric relaxation [9]. Due to this
material behavior both ε′r and ε′′r show variation
against frequency. Such behavior has been
modeled by researchers and represents material
behavior with changing frequency of applied
field [6], [9]. Simplest is known as Single-Debye
response [6], [9] and is given as:
ε∗r = ε∞ +

ε s −ε ∞
1+j f f
r

(3)

1

1

1

ε3eff = f1 ε13 + (1 − f1 )ε30

(4)

Beer’s formula:
1
2

1
2

1
2

εeff = f1 ε1 + (1 − f1 )ε0

(5)

Lichtenecher’s formula:
lnεeff = f1 lnε1 + (1 − f1 )lnε0

(6)

where permittivity of host and inclusion
materials are given by ε0 and ε1 respectively
with volume fraction f1 of inclusion material.
Other worked out formulas using parameters
described above are also available [20]-[22].
3 SPLIT BALL RESONATOR STRUCTURE
Side and top view of a spherical SBR is shown in
Figure 1. Spherical ball can be made using any
good conducing metal. Gap of ball serves as
capacitance whereas body acts as inductance. It
acts as resonator with a specific resonant
frequency f0 value of which will depend upon
radius/diameter (r or d) of spherical ball and gap
(t). Resonator will also exhibit Q factor which
will depend upon material properties and
dimensions of SBR. For its utility it has to be
placed within some enclosed metallic structure
i.e. cavity/shield [23]-[25] over a loss-less base
[26]. Shield not only provides means for utilizing
SBR but also enhances Q factor besides reducing
effects of external noise/interference [26], [27].
SBR enclosed in a spherical shield with air inbetween is shown in Figure 2.

where 𝜀𝑠 is known as static permittivity (value of
𝜀𝑟′ at very low frequencies) while ε∞ is known as
high-frequency permittivity limit (value of ε′r at
very high frequencies), fr is relaxation frequency
and f is frequency of applied electromagnetic
wave.
When a liquid mixture is prepared, resultant
permittivity or effective permittivity εeff can be
predicted keeping in view various factors. These
include chemical and physical properties of
solvents, volume fraction of each solvent,
environmental conditions, microstructure details,
material polarizability etc. A lot of work has been
produced to model effective permittivity [6],

Figure 1. Side and top view of split-ball resonator
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Figure 2. SBR enclosed in spherical shield.

In Figure 2 a suitable metallic shield [28] of
internal radius R and thickness T has been
utilized to enclose SBR. Structure of different
dimensions was simulated in Ansoft HFSS [29]
to find output parameters i.e. resonant frequency
and Q factor. SBR was fabricated using copper
while shield was made of aluminum [28].
Simulation was designed in two phases. In first
phase, SBR dimension r was varied from 11 mm
to 18 mm with 1 mm step size and t from 1.5 mm
to 3.5 mm with 0.2 mm step size, while shield
dimensions R and T were kept fixed at 30 mm
and 7 mm respectively. In second phase, shield
dimension R was varied from 20 mm to 30 mm
with step size 1 mm and T was varied from 7 mm
to 12 mm with step size 1 mm, while SBR
dimension r and t were kept fixed at 13 mm and
2.3 mm respectively. This was done to study
effects of dimensional variations on output
parameters [27] and obtain an optimized design.
It yielded a total of 88 and 66 simulations in first
and second phase respectively. Table 1 shows
few results of these simulations pertaining to
extreme values of SBR and shield radii.
Table 1. SBR Simulation
Dimensions (mm)
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
R
R

11
11
11
11
11
11
18
18
18
18
18
18
20
20

t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
T
T

1.5
1.9
2.3
2.7
3.1
3.5
1.5
1.9
2.3
2.7
3.1
3.5
7
8

Resonant
Frequency
(GHz)
4.444
4.332
4.373
4.279
4.342
4.278
3.331
3.329
3.326
3.325
3.324
3.322
4.144
4.167

Q
Factor
10206.20
8521.02
9817.77
9004.88
9867.69
9431.91
3746.99
3739.29
3751.81
3742.71
3732.04
3733.10
6821.86
6752.82

20
20
20
20
30
30
30
30
30
30

T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T

9
10
11
12
7
8
9
10
11
12

4.116
4.182
4.128
4.132
3.557
3.548
3.551
3.567
3.551
3.554

6735.57
7045.48
6949.44
6868.36
12419.37
11910.12
11856.09
11720.68
11793.08
12266.15

It was observed that highest Q factor was
achieved for SBR dimensions r = 13 mm and t =
2.3 mm and shield dimensions R = 30 mm and T
= 7 mm. However, resonant frequency of shield
itself was found to be very close to SBR structure
which could result in interference/distortion.
Furthermore thickness of shield in this case was
relatively low to reject external noise. Therefore
simulated data was explored to finalize a design
with reasonably high Q factor and minimum
distortion. Final design parameters of SBR
structure had dimensions r = 13 mm, t = 2.3 mm,
R = 23 mm and T = 12 mm. This yielded
resonant frequency of 3.930 GHz and 8000.22 as
Q factor.
4 PERMITTIVITY SENSING CAPABILITY
– SBR STRUCTURE
Simulation was designed to study permittivity
sensing capability of the designed SBR structure.
A microfluidic channel in shape of glass tube
was utilized. This tube was meant to
accommodate liquid mixture within SBR gap.
External diameter of tube was kept 2 mm
whereas 1.6 mm was internal diameter. Length of
tube was 40 mm with one end closed. Tube was
placed 2 mm above base of SBR gap where
electric field intensity was maximum. SBR
structure containing air inside microfluidic
channel was simulated. It yielded resonant
frequency of 4.015 GHz with Q factor measuring
9236.56.
Microfluidic channel was filled with a test liquid
for studying permittivity sensing capabilities of
structure. A SBR structure with test liquid in
microfluidic channel is shown in Figure 3. Real
part of permittivity was linearly varied from 1 to
90, whereas loss factor was logarithmically
varied from 0.001 to 10. Patterns for permittivity
sensing capability were obtained through a 450
solutions simulation.
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Figure. 3. SBR structure with test liquid in microfluidic
channel.

Figure 4 shows system response when
permittivity of test liquid was varied. Figure 4a
shows that resonant frequency of SBR structure
varied gradually within entire range of ε′r for low
loss material, whereas it initially varied sharply
against ε′r for high loss material and changed
gradually thereafter. Figure 4b shows that
resonant frequency remained almost unaffected
when loss factor was varied up-to a value of 1.
However, resonant frequency changed as loss
factor was varied beyond this value. Figure 4c
shows that high values of Q factor was obtained
for low loss materials within entire range of ε′r
whereas medium and high loss materials yielded
low values of Q factor with very small variations.
Figure 4d showed that Q factor varied over larger
ranges of loss factor for lower values of ε′r
whereas such variation was noticed within
limited range for higher values of ε′r . It was also
observed that resonant frequency and Q factor
were very sensitive for low values of ε′r and loss
factor. All of these observations lead to conclude
that such a structure could perform high
resolution compositional analysis of low loss
liquid solvents contained in microfluidic channel.

(b) Resonant frequency versus loss factor

(c) Q factor versus ε′r

(d) Q factor versus loss factor
Figure. 4. Permittivity sensing by SBR structure

5 MODELING

(a) Resonant frequency versus ε′r

A model depicting compositional analysis was
finally designed utilizing SBR structure as
described above. Ethanol and methanol were
selected for developing a model. Permittivity of
ethanol and methanol were found to be 24.86 j2.46 and 33.60 - j0.99 respectively at 0.1 GHz
[30]. These two liquids when mixed could yield
resultant permittivity depending upon volume
fraction and other properties of liquids in
mixture. System response in terms of resonant
frequency and Q factor were essential for
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analysis. For depicting compositional analysis of
these two liquids, permittivity of test liquid
inside microfluidic channel was varied. During
simulation real part (ε′r ) was varied from 24 to 34
with step size 1 whereas imaginary part (ε′′r ) was
varied from 0.9 to 2.5 with step size 0.1. This
yielded 187 solutions. Response of both
parameters i.e. resonant frequency and Q factor
were observed. Data was exported for evaluation
with Wolfram’s Mathematica [31]. System
response is shown in Figure 5. Second order
equations derived for calculating responses using
both parts of permittivities are given as:

(b) Q factor versus real and imaginary parts of permittivity.

f0 (GHz) = 4.334040 − 0.036621ε′r +
2
0.000541ε′r + 0.056842ε′′r −
2
0.003155ε′′r − 0.001440ε′r ε′′r
(7)

Figure. 5. System response depicting compositional analysis.

Q = 310.979108 + 12.026181ε′r −
2
0.065011ε′r − 310.368586ε′′r +
2
75.329186ε′′r − 2.340377ε′r ε′′r (8)

A working example is being presented to
calculate volume fraction of liquids in a given
mixture. This working example utilizes measured
values of resonant frequency and Q factor,
simultaneous solution of equations (7) and (8)
[31] and formula determining effective
permittivity, e.g. equations (4) – (6). For using
this method it is necessary to determine effective
permittivity accurately by studying physical,
chemical and other properties of liquids being
used. Example utilizes equation (4) considering
that it provides accurate value of effective
permittivity for liquid mixture containing volume
fraction of ethanol and methanol. Table 2
presents assumed measured values of resonant
frequency and Q factor and other calculated
values [31]. Assumed values were selected to
produce expected volume fraction in multiples of
0.1. Degree of precision for these values
indicates that model is highly sensitive.
Conversely it can be deduced that small
variations in volume fraction can lead to
considerable changes in measured values causing
effective permittivity of liquid mixture to change.
Volume fraction (VF) has been calculated as:

These equations depict a model to predict
expected value of output parameters when liquid
mixture is prepared in any volume fraction.
Conversely it can be used to determine both parts
of permittivity with the help of measured values
of resonant frequency and Q factor by solving
equations (7) and (8) simultaneously. Volume
fraction of liquids can then be determined by
using formulas given as equations (4) to (6) or
similar. This method is presented below as a
working example.

6 WORKING EXAMPLE

1

(a) Resonant frequency versus real and imaginary parts of
permittivity.

VFmethanol =

1

ε 3eff −ε 3ethanol

1
ε 3methanol

1
−ε 3ethanol

VFethanol = 1 − VFmethanol

(9)
(10)
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TABLE 2. Working Example
Measured Values
f0
(GHz)
3.79067
3.77951
3.76912
3.75955
3.75085
3.74306
3.73624
3.73044
3.72570
3.72208
3.71962

Q
Factor
119.00
124.00
134.45
149.53
168.51
190.71
215.50
242.34
270.72
300.21
330.38

Effective
permittivity
𝜺𝒆𝒇𝒇

4.

Volume fraction of
ethanol

𝜺′𝒓

𝜺′′𝒓

Actual

Calculated

24.86
25.66
26.47
27.30
28.15
29.01
29.90
30.79
31.71
32.65
33.60

2.46
2.27
2.09
1.92
1.77
1.62
1.47
1.34
1.22
1.10
0.99

1.0000
0.9000
0.8000
0.7000
0.6000
0.5000
0.4000
0.3000
0.2000
0.1000
0.0000

1.00000
0.90000
0.80000
0.70000
0.60000
0.50001
0.40000
0.30000
0.20000
0.10000
0.00000

7 CONCLUSION
A model for compositional analysis of liquid
solvents has been presented. System is based
upon a SBR containing microfluidic channel.
Permittivity of test liquid was varied through
simulation for ranges of ethanol and methanol
mixtures. These results were used to develop a
model. Some assumed values of resonant
frequency and Q factors were presented to this
model for validation. Effective permittivity was
calculated using these values. Finally volume
fraction was determined and compared with
expected values. It was observed that calculated
values of volume fraction were very close to
expected values. Maximum relative error in this
case was 0.002 percent. This shows that
compositional analysis of liquid mixture has been
performed with high degree of accuracy. It can
also be observed that model utilizes very precise
values which indicate that highly sensitive
compositional analysis can be performed using
this structure and model.
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ABSTRACT
Learning management systems (LMS) provide students
and instructors with an environment to virtually access
and manage all aspect of their courses. Students can
access course material and submit their work online;
while instructors can organize their courses, add
content, evaluation students, grade their work and
communicate with them. Blackboard is one of the most
commonly used LMS systems nowadays. In this paper,
we introduce a blackboard building block, which is an
extension to the blackboard system that enables
management of capstone projects. Most capstone
projects are managed using multiple independent
systems, using in-house learning management systems,
and sometimes on paper. Since most institutions use
blackboard, we introduce a blackboard building block
that integrates the capstone project process into
blackboard. The building block takes advantage of
existing blackboard features, while allowing capstone
specific processes to take place on the same system.
The new extension can be customized during
installation to tailor the capstone project process
adopted by the institution. For illustration, we follow
the process used at the department of computer science
at King Saud University.

and presentation for each groups. During the
second capstone project course, students must
implement their solutions and present their results
and final documentation to the same examination
committee.

Learning Management System (LMS), Blackboard, Elearning, Educational technology.

In the past, this process was carried out through
several subsystems, some of which were paper
based and others were electronic. The lack of a
centralized system that enables the capstone
committee to manage project proposals,
submissions and grades renders the management
of capstone project inefficient and sometime
inaccurate. The goal of this paper is to introduce a
new integrated system designed to combine and
integrate different systems into an existing
learning management system. The idea is to
combine current systems without adding more
burden on the students and the faculty. Like many
other universities, KSU uses the blackboard
system as the official learning management
system. Therefore, we implement a Blackboard [1]
extension (Blackboard Building Block [2]) in
order to integrate all the sub-systems into existing
technology that is already being used by all parties
involved in the capstone project. The extension
makes use of existing components in blackboard,
and adds functionalities that are unique to
capstone project courses.

1 INTRODUCTION

2 BLACKBOARD LEARN PLATFORM

The capstone project at the department of
computer science at king Saud University (KSU)
consists of two courses that span the senior year.
During the first course, students formulate the
problem they are addressing, survey the literature
and design their solution. A committee of faculty
members
examine
different
deliverables
throughout the semester as well as the final report

Blackboard Learn is an LMS system that provides
education institutions a virtual learning
environment. The system provides tools that help
both instructors and students to take advantage of
technology in their learning experience, from
virtual classrooms to simple course management.
For example, students can keep in touch with their
course instructors and their classmates through e-
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mail or message board. Blackboard also enables
students to receive and submit assignments, tests
and surveys as well as to view their grades as soon
as instructors make them available. In addition,
Blackboard provides students with a platform to
collaborate with each other through features such
as groups, collaborate and message boards. A
study has shown that 70% of the student’s created
site are geared towards group work and group
projects [3]. The study found that students were
creating websites to manage their class projects or
simply for study groups [3]. Since capstone
projects are mainly group projects, integrating the
different aspects of the capstone projects into
existing LMS systems such as Blackboard should
improve the collaboration experience of students
and ease the management of their project related
activities without the need of student initiated
virtual study group (known as eTeam [4]).
On the other hand, Blackboard provides
instructors with several tools to ease and improve
their teaching experience, such as course content,
announcements, blogs, and secure and automated
testing and grading. In a study that tested whether
the reconfigurablity features of LMS systems
enables faculty to implement the seven principles
of teaching [5] effectively, Wang et. al. provided
empirical evidence that LMS systems allow
faculty members to implement the seven
principles of effective teaching [6]. Moreover, the
study showed that the more LMS systems are
used, the greater the faculty perceived benefits [6].
Therefore, enabling LMS systems to deal with
irregular courses such as capstone projects courses
contributes to the leveraging of IT to improve the
seven teaching principals.
Blackboard provides a complete framework for
extending its platforms. Using Building Blocks,
developers create new applications or integrate
existing tools into the blackboard platforms.
Developers can publish their building blocks on
Blackboard’s building block sites, while users can
search and download their desired extensions. For
example, the City University of New York
(CUNY) uses several building blocks to extend
the features and services of Blackboard for its
users [7]. Users can suggest building blocks,

which are made available upon approval. Some of
these building blocks include Collaborate Voice
Authoring [8], Soft chalk Publish with Score
Center [9], and Tegrity Lecture Capture [10].
The Collaborate Voice Authoring building block
allows instructors and students to record audio and
post it to a Blackboard voice discussion board.
The voice recording can also be sent by e-mail to
specific instructors or students. The features of
this tool improve students’ engagement as well as
give instructors the ability to produce audible
course content [8].
The Soft chalk Publish building block is a popular
software that enables educators to create and share
interactive learning content with their students.
The popularity of Soft chalk is due to its ease of
use. Instructors can build powerful learning
content, such as interactive web pages without
requiring any programming or mark-up languages.
Instead, Soft chalk generates lesson pages
automatically. Moreover, the grades from Soft
chalk quizzes are automatically added to the grade
center in Blackboard [9].
Tegrity is a lecture capture software that can be
used by instructors to capture their lectures and
post them on Blackboard. The focus of the
software is student learning. In addition to viewing
the lecture, the building block allows students to
interact with the instructor, take notes, set
bookmarks and much more. One of the main
advantages of Tegrity is the ease of use. For
example, instructors do not have to record, convert
and upload their lecture videos, but rather simply
click the lecture on the browser and the video is
automatically uploaded to the right course [10].
Building blocks provide academic institutions the
ability to extend and customize Blackboard
functionality to meet their specific needs. The goal
of our project is to create a building block to
manage capstone projects at the department of
computer science at King Saud University. The
extension will also be available to other
institutions to customize and use on their capstone
project courses.
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3 CAPSTONE PROJECT MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM (CPMS)
Prior to using CPMS, the course coordinator,
supervisors and students should be added to a
blackboard course and students divided into
subsection using blackboard merge tool [11]. The
coordinator should have the instructor role in the
course, so he/she can assign examiners, create
assignments, create grading criteria and manage
the course as a whole. Each project group in the
course consists of a supervisor, one or two
examiners and a group of students. In this section,
we present the system views as each user has a
unique view based on his or her role in the system.
For simplification, only the main functionalities of
the system, such as examiners assignment,
assignments, gradebook and submissions are
presented.

When a supervisor logs in the system, the
homepage page displays the students’ information
and grades. Supervisors have two tabs: the first tab
is the examination tab, where they can select a
group assigned them by the coordinator. The
second tab is the submissions tab where the
submissions of the supervisors own can be found.
Figure 2 shows an example the supervisor’s view.

3.1 System Views:
Figure 2. Example of the coordinator view

When a user enters the CPMS course tool, the
system opens in the proper view based on his/her
role. If the user is the coordinator, he/she will have
five tabs: Gradebook, Submissions, Examiner
Assignment, Course Assignment, and Switch to
Supervisor role. Figure 1 shows an example of the
coordinator view.

Figure 1. Example of the coordinator view

To get to the examiner’s view, the supervisor must
first select a group from the examination tab. The
examiner’s homepage displays the students’
information, submissions assigned by the
coordinator for grading and their grade columns.
The examiner has two tabs; the first tab is the
submissions tab, where submissions assigned by
the coordinator for grading can be found and
graded. The second tab allows the examiner to
switch to the supervisor role. Figure 3 shows an
example of the examiner view of a particular
group.

Figure 3. Example of the examiner view
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3.2 System Functionalities:
In this section, we present the main functionalities
of the CPMS system. These functionalities are
examiners assignment, course submissions, course
assignments and gradebook.
3.2.1 Examiners assignment:
The examiners assignment tab has two options.
The first one is used to assign examiners and the
second one is to remove an examiner. In order to
keep the extra permission, a custom MySQL
database is used to stores the examiners and
supervisors’ relations. If the user is the course
coordinator, the examiners assignment tab is
visible as shown in figure 1. The coordinator must
assign examiners for each group using the name of
group’s supervisor and a list of examiners from
which to choose. Figure 4 illustrates the examiner
assignment page. After assigning all examiners,
they will be able to access the submissions and
grade columns of their assigned. The coordinator
can also remove an examiner from a particular
group using the same page.

and final reports. The coordinator can create
course assignments in order to receive
submissions from the students and have them
graded by his or her specified examiners.
Assignments can also be updated or deleted after
creation. In addition to the regular options of
creating a blackboard assignment, the coordinator
has to select who can grade the assignment.
Supervisors, examiners, or both can grade
assignments. In the coordinator does not select
either option, he or she will be the only one with
access to the assignment. Figure 5 shows the
assignment creation page.

Figure 5: Assignment creation page.

3.2.3 The Gradebook:

Figure 4. Example of assigning an examiner

3.2.2 Course Assignments:
The course coordinator can create assignments
throughout the capstone course. For example, at
KSU computer science department, the first phase
of the project requires students to submit midterm

Blackboard provides a gradebook for instructors
and students. Since capstone projects are graded
by more than one user, the traditional gradebook
has to be customized to fit the specifications of the
process. The coordinator can view and update all
columns of the gradebook. On the other hand,
supervisors can only see the grade of their own
students. They should also be able to edit grade
columns assigned to them by the coordinator. If an
examiner logs in to an assigned group, the
gradebook shows the information of the particular
groups and only the gradebook columns that have
been assigned to him by the coordinator. Finally,
each student should see his gradebook. Both group
shared grades and individual grades are shown to
students as if it were a regular gradebook.
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4 CONCLUSION
3.2.4 Submissions:
Once the coordinator creates an assignment, a
submission entry is created. Students can submit,
view and download assignments through the
customized assignment page. Once a student
submits an assignment, all the students in the same
group as well as the examiners that have access to
the assignment can see it. The coordinator can
view all submissions. Figure 6 shows the
submission page from a student’s view. For all
individual assignments, regular blackboard
assignments can be used.

Blackboard is used by 80% of the Top 50 Times
Higher Education Reputation Ranking in 2014
[10]. It also severs over 20 million K-12 students
and is currently used by 92% of top online
bachelor degree programs [12]. Using Building
Blocks, institutions can increase the usability of
the blackboard system by extending its
functionality and tailoring it to meet their needs.
In this paper, we introduce a building block called
CPMS, designed to manage capstone projects. The
system takes advantage of current functionalities
of the Blackboard Learn platform and provides a
course tool capable of managing group based
courses. CPMS allows multiple sections to have
one coordinator and several supervisors and
examiners. In addition, the CPMS course tool
extends the capabilities of the assignment creation,
gradebook and submissions in order to allow these
tools to behave differently based on the user’s role
in the capstone project.
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